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Little did attendees of All-Energy 2017 know as they filed in for 
day one of the conference on October 11 what it meant that 
Federal Minister for the Environment and Energy Josh 

Frydenberg was a no-show. Frydenberg had put on a great 
performance at the Australian Clean Energy Summit in July, trading 
gags with Annabel Crabb, so the audience shrugged, topped up their 
coffees and settled in for whatever came next.

But what had kept Josh in Canberra? A clue came six days later 
when the Coalition announced the National Energy Guarantee.

It’s hard to describe the reaction. In some corners, stunned 
silence. In others, muddled interpretations of what it all could mean. 
Overall, it felt like everyone had been so fed up for so long with the 
ideological battle over the fate of coal and the future of clean energy 
that there wasn’t much puff left for a fight. 

Deeper analysis of the NEG emerged over the following weeks, 
including predictions a sharp slowdown in utility-scale clean energy 
projects. That’s not surprising if you consider demand for electricity 
is falling and we already have too much supply — much of it of the 
dirty variety. Let’s hope the policy is stringent about emissions.

One place to look for guidance on what the NEG means for 
renewables is the market value of the incumbent energy giants, and 
it doesn’t bode well: between the announcement of the NEG and the 
day EcoGeneration went to print in early November, AGL shares had 
gained 8% and Origin Energy shares were up 16%.

If the NEG is good news for them, is it bad news for us?
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CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION? 
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au

 » The latest in policy
 » Project updates
 » Industry news

NEWS IN BRIEF
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

ENERGY HACK WINNERS FOCUS SOLAR’S 
BENEFITS ON EVERYONE

The second annual Energy Hack has 
produced a batch of 17 bright new 
technology ideas, from solar panel rentals 
and subscription services that will move 
consumers onto the best energy deal to 
cheaper battery storage and community 
energy solutions.

More than 100 people 
participated in the event, a 
joint initiative of the 
Melbourne Energy Institute 
and Powershop Australia.

The judging panel selected 
xsSPACE as the winner, a 
marketplace which connects 
under-utilised rooftop space 
to energy consumers.

Runners-up included 
Rentaray, a business model 

that incentivises landlords to install solar 
for their tenants, and PowerTwitch, an 
automated bill analysis and switching tool.

Winners Ruqayyah Merchant, Patrick 
Blain, Kieran Sullivan, Kristoff Dippl, 
Vignesh Arun and Danny Bui only 

met over the weekend at the hack and 
received $5,000 for their idea, with 
second and third places receiving prizes 
such as legal assistance with the 
establishment of the start-up, Powershop 

power credits and dinner with the 
best minds in the Australian 
energy and start-up sectors.

xsSPACE’s marketplace 
connects those with underutilised 
spaces (such as rooftops) to 
energy consumers who want to 
participate in the renewable 
energy market (such as renters 
or investors). 

Over 100 particpants from 
around Australia spent 48 hours 
exploring innovative renewable 
energy ideas at the event.

TEMPUS ENERGY AND ORIGIN TO TRIAL  
DEMAND MANAGEMENT

Origin Energy is partnering with UK-based clean technology 
business Tempus Energy to pilot flexible energy demand in South 
Australia. Tempus Energy offers a demand-side management 
platform that lets customers use flexible load in their own assets 
and building management systems. 

The technology uses artificial intelligence and smart algorithms 
to control and optimise when these flexible assets use energy, 
reducing costs, aligning with abundant renewables and increasing 
grid stability. The platform connects a customer’s flexible assets 
to a retailer’s energy trading team and flexes the customer’s 
consumption based on predicted pool prices. 

Tempus Energy founder and CEO Sara Bell said the growth of 
zero marginal cost renewable generation has created conditions 
of oversupply and will eventually create undersupply when 
enough loss-making fossil fuel generation is retired. “This ... 
creates the pricing dynamic that enables innovation to flourish,” 
she said. “Price risk during high demand/low supply events is 
mitigated by making the electrons in fast response gas-fired 
generation [but] the same market conditions will create the 
investment case for a flexible demand-side and battery storage.”

Tempus Energy was selected in Free Electrons 2017, a global 
energy start-up accelerator program co-founded by Origin.
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SA SOLAR PARK TO PUSH PLASTIC HELIOSTAT

A South Australian car parts maker has 
teamed up with the University of South 
Australia to open the concentrated solar 
research field in Adelaide, where they’ll 
work on a system to manage heliostats 
remotely using wi-fi technology.

Heliostats are giant mirrors that 
concentrate sunlight onto a tower, where a 
receiver unit will either heat a 
solution to produce steam and 
drive a turbine or convert 
sunlight into electricity using 
high-efficiency solar cells.

Twenty-five heliostats 
measuring 7.2 square metres are 
installed at the site and 
reflecting light onto a 
concentrated solar PV receiver 
atop a 16-metre tower, which 
can generate about 30kW of 
electricity an hour.

The company, Precision 
Components, relied on the local 

auto industry until it shutdown recently 
and is branching out into new fields to 
stay afloat. Last year it made 150 
heliostats for a solar project in Yokohama, 
Japan, working with its factory neighbour 
Heliostat-SA.

Heliostats are usually made of glass, but 
lighter plastic versions would require less 

sturdy footings and be cheaper to 
transport. The researchers are working on 
adapting thin film coating technology 
developed locally in South Australia to 
produce lightweight and durable 
polycarbonate mirrors. 

Heliostats at installations around the 
world use glass with a thin layer of silver 
on the rear so sunlight must travel twice 

through the glass 
material. Plastic 
heliostats where the 
coatings are on the 
front will be lighter, 
less fragile, cheaper 
and stay cleaner  
for longer, the 
researchers believe.

About 5GW of solar 
thermal power was 
installed globally in 
2015, with a prediction 
of 22GW by 2025.

NEWS IN BRIEF

MICRO-GRIDS TO 
POWER THE FUTURE 

As debate continues to rage about the best national policy 
framework for Australia’s energy network, West Australian 
utility Horizon Power is investigating solutions. The company’s 
plans for a distributed energy micro-grid in Onslow, in the 
remote Pilbara region, would deliver the township “significant 
energy independence”, says Horizon CEO Frank Tudor.

The micro-grid will include a gas-fired power plant, utility-
scale solar, distributed solar and battery technology. The 
utility-scale power will be connected to the community, and 
the distributed solar and batteries connected to each other. 

“It not only means Onslow’s power supply will be more self-
sufficient, it will also be more resilient,” Tudor says. “If, for 
example, extreme weather affects the operations of the gas 
plant, the micro-grid will still be served by energy from the 
solar and battery storage systems.”

Horizon expects the micro-grid be a test for a range of 
technical, regulatory and pricing models in an isolated 
environment. “The frequent changes within each micro-grid 
are too dynamic to be controlled at a national or even state 
level,” Tudor says, “but what we could see is coordination 
between an Australia-wide network of micro-grids.”

CEFC REPORTS ON 
2016-17: A RECORD 
$2BN IN 35 
PROJECTS

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation annual report for  
2016-17 shows commitments for the financial year of $2 billion 
in 35 transactions, eclipsing prior year commitments. The 
portfolio returned 5.4% to taxpayers, an increase from the 
2015-16 result of 5.2%.

“The CEFC has delivered a strong performance in its fourth 
full year of operation, achieving new highs in the number, 
impact and value of commitments across the clean energy 
sector,” CEFC chair Steven Skala AO commented in the report.

The CEFC was created with a charter to stimulate 
investment in clean energy and CEO Ian Learmonth said that 
each $1 of CEFC investment since 2013 has helped catalyse an 
additional $2.10 from the private sector. 

“Our own days as a ‘start-up’ organisation are behind us, as 
we deepen our exposure across the economy and seek to 
apply CEFC capital to areas where we can have the greatest 
impact on decarbonisation,” Learmonth said.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

Kane Thornton has more than a 
decade’s experience in energy policy 
and leadership in the development  
of the renewable energy industry. 
Deconstructing industry trends and 
movements as well as federal and state 
renewable policies for the benefit of the 
wider industry, Kane’s column is a 
regular feature in EcoGeneration. 

The Federal Government’s decision to 
walk away from a Clean Energy 
Target (CET) and develop its National 

Energy Guarantee (NEG) confirmed what 
many in the renewable industry had feared. 
Despite widespread support from almost 
everyone besides the government 
backbench, Australia seems to have killed 
off a golden opportunity. 

The CET was the best chance in years for 
a long-term, bipartisan energy policy that 
encourages investment in cleaner energy 
while improving system reliability and 
reducing power prices.

With so little detail on the NEG released 
so far, it is difficult to make a definitive 
judgement on the effect it will have on the 
renewable energy industry — or the rest of 
the energy sector for that matter. While the 
NEG has put its primary focus on system 
reliability (including from existing fossil 

fuel generation) and delivering emissions 
abatement, the prospects for new 
investment in clean energy projects are  
far less obvious. 

The past year has clearly shown the 
benefits of having a strong, long-term energy 
policy. The Renewable Energy Target has 
provided investors with the confidence to 
invest in Australia’s energy market, with 
more than $8 billion worth of renewable 
energy projects committed to in 2017, 
already delivering over 4,330MW of new 
capacity and 4,680 new jobs.

The NEG raises the very real prospect 
that this investment boom in Australia’s 
energy market will come to an abrupt  
end as heavy-handed regulation and the lack 
of a price signal to ensure investor 
confidence undermine the remarkable gains 
that the renewable energy sector has made 
in recent years. 

Energy policy certainty 
remains elusive

The government’s new national energy policy raises a lot more 
questions than it answers, writes Clean Energy Council chief 
executive Kane Thornton. 
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If this is the case, it will be an extremely 
disappointing end to the Finkel Review, 
which was one of the most in-depth and 
thoughtful reviews of Australia’s energy 
security ever conducted. For a few months it 
looked as if it might finally result in a 
bipartisan solution to transform Australia’s 
electricity market and transition us towards 
a clean energy future. While we remain 
open-minded and keen to see more detail, 
the spirit of bipartisanship has evaporated.

BIG ON AMBITION, LIGHT ON 
SUBSTANCE 
One of the most remarkable things about the 
release of the NEG was just how little detail 
it contained. In contrast to the deep dive 
provided by the Finkel Review, the NEG was 
an eight-page summary produced by a body 
that had been formed less than two months 
earlier. For a policy that has such enormous 
implications for Australian consumers and 
businesses, it is disconcerting that it was 
delivered in such an embryonic state.

While the two central pillars of the policy 
— the reliability guarantee and emissions 
guarantee — had a little meat on their bones, 
important questions remain unanswered 
about the level of emissions abatement that 

will be set, the definition of “reliability”  
and the implications the policy will have  
for investor confidence in new clean  
energy projects.

Over the coming months, the Clean 
Energy Council will engage with the Energy 
Security Board and the government to try to 
get a better picture of the merits and 

potential design of the policy. However, at 
this stage we have considerable concerns 
about the impact that the NEG will have on 
the renewable energy industry.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Besides the considerable amount of detail 
required to make the NEG a fully realised 
policy, many of the other challenges the 
policy has are political. 

As the government has decided that the 
NEG is a change to the National Energy 

Questions remain unanswered about the level  
of emissions abatement that will be set, the 
definition of “reliability” and the implications  
the policy will have for investor confidence.

Market rules rather than a new piece of 
legislation, it must be agreed upon by all the 
NEM states before it can be ratified. The 
first big test will be the next meeting of the 
Council of Australian Governments in 
November. Given the government continues 
to criticise state government renewable 
energy policies in public in the lead-up to 

the event, there is a very real possibility that 
the NEG will fall at this first hurdle.

It remains to be seen whether the NEG 
becomes Australia’s national energy policy 
or is consigned to history as yet another 
failed attempt to provide the energy sector 
with the certainty it needs to invest. 

But whatever happens over the next few 
months, the satisfactory end to the 
protracted energy debate that we were  
all hoping for still seems a long way over  
the horizon. 
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COMMENT

A move into renewable energy for a steelworks in South Australia shows business  
is ready for change, writes Clean Energy Council executive general manager  
of industry development Natalie Collard.

Steeling ourselves for 
renewable transition

itself off over time, although leasing and 
other arrangements can make this kind of 
idea much less daunting.

Bloomberg New Energy Finance said 
earlier in the year that cheap renewable 
energy will be a feature of doing business in 
Australia in the decades to come. Low-cost 
wind, solar and bioenergy with storage will 
attract big energy users from overseas to a 
country with world-class wind and solar 
and rock bottom energy prices.

It is blatantly obvious we are not there 
yet. Anyone who doesn’t have their own 
solar power system is unlikely to use the 
word “cheap” when they open a power bill.

The get to this low-cost renewable energy 
future will take work. GFG Alliance’s Gupta 
said as confident as he is renewables have a 
major role to play in his operations, some 
kind of policy is required as an incentive for 
the energy system to transition.

The grinding political debate that has 
shifted from carbon pricing and emissions 
trading to an emissions intensity scheme, a 
Clean Energy Target and a National Energy 
Guarantee shows that climate policy is 
complex. But it is important to assure 
investors they will not have the rug whipped 
out from under them after they have 
invested hundreds of millions of dollars.

Whether there is any prospect of 
delivering this before the next election is 
anyone’s guess. But let’s keep trying. 

Household solar power already makes 
enough sense that around 1.6 million 
homes have installed it to help reduce 

their electricity bills. Many small, medium 
and large businesses are eagerly embracing 
it as well. But we are now pushing back 
another frontier — the use of renewable 
energy in industrial processes.

Global group GFG Alliance believes 
renewables already make sense for 
industrial processes in Australia, and its 
British billionaire leader Sanjeev Gupta is 
certainly not going to die wondering 
whether it can work. The company bought 
the Whyalla steelworks this year and has 
taken majority ownership of renewable 
energy company Zen Energy as well. It 
announced plans in October to power the 
steelworks using a combination of solar, 
batteries and pumped hydro built in a 
disused iron ore pit. 

“Electricity costs are now at 
astronomically high levels ... to beat these 
prices is not difficult,” Gupta told the ABC’s 
Radio National in October. 

This could be the start of something big. 
GFG Alliance is also considering similar 
moves with its other steelworks on the east 
coast in Sydney, Melbourne and Newcastle 
— operations it says are much bigger users of 
energy than the facility in Whyalla. 

Ultimately we could be looking at a huge 
shift in the way large electricity users do 
business, not least because Zen and GFG 
Alliance believe they will be able to expand 
the solar and storage operation at Whyalla 
to such an extent that they can sell extra 
electricity to big energy users in the region.

We have already seen other companies 
looking at doing things genuinely differently 
this year. Neoen will build a large wind farm 
backed by energy storage for Nectar Farms 
as part of a $565 million expansion of its 
hydroponics business in Victoria. And 

Telstra has signed a deal to buy power from 
a 70MW solar farm in North Queensland, a 
corporate arrangement which is still 
relatively new in Australia but well 
established in the US and elsewhere. 

These examples are just the beginning, 
and many small and medium-sized 
businesses have installed solar to reduce 
their exposure to volatile power prices.

POWER HIKES ARE A GAS
GFG and Zen are taking on the weight of 
risk that comes with being a pioneer. If they 
show that it pays off, there will be plenty of 
others who follow in their footsteps. But it 
was clear something had to give. Any 
business which has come off a long-term 
contract for electricity or gas lately will 
testify that the game has completely 
changed over the last few years. The big 
difference is the price of gas, which has 
risen massively for companies in Australia 
since we started sending our gas offshore to 
the highest bidder.  

Home-owners talk about bill shock but 
businesses in some cases are re-negotiating 
contracts for electricity that are triple what 
they used to pay. Some have elected to play 
on the spot market for wholesale electricity 
rather than sign up for expensive new 
contracts. These are often the businesses 
who go to the media when the price leaps 
and they have to take the pain.

As GFG Alliance has demonstrated, if you 
can build a renewable energy plant with 
storage that will deliver electricity for 
substantially less than you can get it at 
either a contract price or on the wholesale 
electricity market, it should be worth your 
while. But there’s also the question of 
payback, because most of the cost of energy 
independence is in becoming, well, 
independent. That does mean a significant 
upfront infrastructure cost which will pay 

Natalie Collard 
is executive 
general manager 
of industry 
development at 
the Clean 
Energy Council.
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Brian Innes is 
the managing 
director of 
Redback Energy.

Energy’s  
game of thrones  
Part 2: battle  
for the night

There are many players in the 
Australian energy industry who are 
jostling to establish their place in the 

low-emissions grid of the future. Following 
on from my previous article where I 
compared the alliances and power struggles 
in the Games of Thrones saga with that 
which we’re seeing in the energy sector, 
here I continue my analogy.

The Battle for the Night is the 
competition between coal (the Night King) 
and wind (The Night’s Watch) energy 
suppliers to establish themselves as the 
reigning baseload power supplier, when our 
energy consumption levels drop. There is 
nothing fundamentally special about a 
baseload supplier in terms of reliability for 
our grid as in the wee hours of the morning 
there is excess capacity with lots of idle 
generators waiting for the day to come.

This desire to be a baseload provider that 
can ride through lower-demand cycles is 
common in all commodity markets. Energy 
markets have a predictable 24-hour demand 
cycle and the baseload provider aims to ride 
out the drop in demand at night to make 
super profits when demand peaks during 
the day. Baseload pricing is therefore 
generally absent of any capital return 
margin as the supplier receives high prices 
at periods of peak demand. The lowest cost 
of supply at night will be determined by the 
source that has the lowest short-run 
marginal costs. Some technologies, 
particularly those running steam turbines, 
even prefer to run at a slight marginal loss 
as the costs of turning on/off outweigh the 
losses of running. 

The Night King (coal) has managed to 
harness its Army of the Dead (lobbyists and 
shock jocks) to maintain its dominant 
position though the propagation of 
uncertainty, misinformation and delaying 
tactics. Confusion among energy 
commentators on the difference between a 
baseload price and renewable project Power 
Purchase Agreement, which includes capital 
returns, is unfortunately far too common. 
What is conveniently forgotten in 
discussions with government is that once 
wind power stations (The Wall) have been 
built, they have little to no running costs, so 
they can bid below coal prices at night. 

With wind now competing for baseload 
energy supply the dynamic of the night-time 
energy market is changing and suppliers are 
having to be more responsive to changes in 
the market. Added to this, traditional coal-
powered generators do not like a flexible 
energy environment as they have high start-
up/switch-off costs. So as wind investments 
continue, we can expect an increase in use 
of Dragons (dispatchable energy sources) 
and load shedding at night that can remotely 
turn on and off. The owners of these assets 
are looking forward to getting some of these 
night time sales.

The Army of the Dead has successfully 
argued that the regulatory environment 
should put obligations and costs on to wind 
(in the false name of reliability) to try to 
help them remain the dominant baseload 
supplier. However, there is a game changer 
coming in as Free Folk (homeowners and 
businesses) have started investing in their 
own PV and battery systems. The Free Folk 

are joining forces with the Dragons 
ensuring the Night King and his Army of the 
Dead are defeated. The new alliance will 
build virtual power plants of the day and 
night with dispatchable clean energy. These 
algorithm-based dynamic dispatchable 
systems will put a floor under the night time 
price and make building wind farms in our 
rural communities at the edge of our grid a 
great low-risk investment. 

The shift to renewables is unstoppable. 
The CSIRO’s and ENA’s Network 
Transformation Roadmap demonstrated the 
lowest cost future will be one where 45% of 
our energy comes from distributed solar and 
45% from wind. While coal-fired power 
stations currently dominate the night 
market, the building of wind-powered 
generation will continue to reduce this 
share as their prices drop and outputs 
(capacity factors) increase. In the next few 
years, we’ll see a surge of homeowners and 
businesses take up PV and battery solutions, 
providing distributed energy storage 
systems to provide firm clean power around 
the clock and paving the path to a 
sustainable future. 

New wind and storage capacity will change the 
night-time baseload market, writes Brian Innes, 
as coal struggles to keep up. 
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SOLAR

Even in a boom — and we are definitely 
in a boom as was apparent at  
All-Energy in October — commercial 

solar is ultimately about telling a story, and 
telling that story begins with listening to 
someone else’s. You need to understand a 
customer’s energy story before you can 
suggest an alternative.

Why do they have a power spike in the 
afternoon? Could their operations start at 
8am instead of 6am (when the sun isn’t up)? 
What have they been trying to achieve with 
energy? Quite often, people don’t even know 
their own story. 

Only once you dig into a client’s data and 
bills can you can tell them with a true 
understanding about the best way to 
improve their energy future with solar.

One part of the commercial solar story is 

quality, but the industry has long been 
plagued by operators who sacrifice quality 
for cost. Quality in solar generation is 
critical and comes at a cost. It’s vital that 
clients understand that. In terms of 
conveying this value, we usually use 
something everyone can relate to: a car. Are 
you going to buy a rugged all-rounder or are 
you going to by the cheapest run-around 
available? Depends on what you need. 
Australia is a harsh environment, with a 
range of temperatures and conditions. Solar 
needs to be tough and built to last. It needs 
to be designed to deliver long-term benefit. 
In short, you need a rugged all-rounder.

If you’re not willing to negotiate on 
quality, the conversation and the outcome 

create virtual networks, but there are legal 
and regulatory hurdles. The grid is still 
trying to figure itself, let alone figure out how 
to manage a new arrangement between 
micro-producers and users. The Uber of the 
virtual battery grid has not yet arrived.

More immediately, we need to look at 
smarter loads. If the aluminium smelters 
that represent 10% of NSW energy shut 
down, it takes them a long time to turn back 
on, whereas there are other more 
dispatchable loads that can stabilise the 
market. There is a huge knock-on effect 
when smelters turn off during times of high 
demand. To break this down into a more 
relatable story, about 30% of your home 
energy bill can be reduced by very 
unobtrusive energy change. A little more 
diligence will save you a lot of money and 
the same can be said when you apply this 
approach to the national energy market.

The commercial solar energy market has 
doubled in the past year, from 750MW to 
1.5GW. A huge move. How are we as a 
company keeping up with demand? Barely. 
The number of grid-connect applications for 
larger scale solar has increased seven times. 
We’ve been waiting for the market to come 
of age, and now it has. The next three years 
will see an incredible spike in growth and 
when storage reaches viability we will all be 
living in a better-powered Australia where 
energy will be both abundant and cheap. 

changes in a good way. Your customer only 
negotiates on quality if you do and they are 
misled into thinking it’s an option.

Let me give you an example from real life. 
We were bidding on a big job and they 
pushed us on price. Since we would rather 
lose margin than install something of low 
quality, we lost margin. In the long run, low 
quality will cost us money. Tell me of any 
other product that has a 25-year warranty. 
Solar does, because solar is a long-term play. 

STORAGE EDGES CLOSER
A lot of people are talking about storage 
because everyone knows it will ultimately 
change everything. That said, storage is on 
its way to viability, but it’s not there yet. It’s 
still too expensive and reminds me of solar 
in the early days. We all know it’s good. We 

all want it, but it’s not quite financially 
viable. What is financial viability? Financial 
viability is when you can finance it and it’s 
still cash positive. That’s where commercial 
solar is right now. 

Still, batteries are the key to our future, so 
we need to talk about and plan for them. 
There are natural limitations to how much 
solar we can install without storage. Moving 
beyond the financial challenge of installing 
storage today, there are some key 
technological difficulties we will need to 
overcome. Things like small-scale, 
unbalanced three-phase hybrid inverters will 
be important because most SME’s require 
three-phase. People are talking about buy-
and-sell arrangements using batteries to 

What matters now  
for commercial solar
The commercial solar boom has begun and it’s up to design and install  
companies to do the right thing, writes Huon Hoogesteger.

Batteries are the key to our future, so we need  
to plan for them. There are natural limitations to 
how much solar we can install without storage.

Huon 
Hoogesteger  
is managing 
director  
of Smart 
Commercial 
Solar.
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STORAGE

It’s been a busy year in battery storage but 
good business attracts more participants 
and that’s what’s happening in Australia, 

says global sales director of BYD batteries 
Julia Chen. 

The Chinese industrial giant launched its 
B-Box high- and low-voltage lithium battery 
range here in February, pitching storage 
solutions suitable for the residential market 
and commercial and industrial applications. 
Seven months down the track BYD has 
installed more than 1,500 storage solutions 
in Australia, Chen told EcoGeneration.

What’s been interesting for the new 
entrant is the number of sales made to 
buyers installing off-grid systems. Families 
in remote areas that rely on air-conditioning 
and are suffering soaring electricity charges 
are moving towards energy independence, 
and batteries are a must-have. A customer in 
Victoria has installed 30kWh of storage to 
support critical load (read, air-con), and a 
joint project with wholesaler RFI has seen 
storage installed in a 200kWh commercial 
system – just two examples.

“In the market everybody has a unique 
solution to support,” Chen says. “We are 
happy talking to installers who are looking 
for solutions that support back-up and off-
grid functions, and can help design them.”

many mainstream phone and IT brands.
One cheap energy scenario seldom 

mentioned is that you don’t actually have to 
own a solar PV system to get use out of a 
battery. Renters, for instance, or apartment 
dwellers without their own roofspace can 
buy a small battery and smart meter and 
straightaway push costs down by buying off-
peak from the grid and using that energy 
during peak times. 

Not many people do it in Australia, yet, 
but it’s quite popular among small business 
owners in China, where Chen is based.

“Some [owners] will use a battery to avoid 
peak power, where the electricity price is 
extremely high for industrial charges; so 
they use a battery to reduce the peak and 
can easily cut their bills,” she says. A well-
designed storage-only solution, she says,  
can pay for itself within about three or four 
years. (BYD runs a 40kWh batteries-
without-solar system in Shenzhen.)

“In China it’s mostly storage without 
solar. We don’t have a lot of space to build 
solar on the rooftops.” 

Off-grid residential systems in remote 
areas are about 30kWh, in BYD’s experience 
so far, where residences often also support 
farming activity. One job included three air-
conditioning systems. SMA Sunny Island 
inverters are often used and BYD works 
with the inverter maker to engineer optimal 
solutions using minimum battery units. 

Residential buyers have a lot to learn 
about storage, and so do installers. BYD has 
run more than 50 training sessions for 
wholesalers and installers so far this year, 
says Chen, pointing out the modular BYD 
system – which is a bit like a stack of Lego 
blocks – can take as little as 30 minutes to 
install because there are no cable 
connections. The B-Box system is scalable 
from 2.5kWh to 442kWh. 

“Installers are quite smart, it’s just that 
they are not used to battery systems,” she 
says. “And some need support.”

The residential market is in transition 
from early adopters to the next level, and 
inquiries will only accelerate. 

BYD has massive industrial capacity in 
China, including electric vehicles and 
monorails, solar farms and sustainable 
transport solutions. In 2010 it signed a joint-
venture with Daimler to launch electric car 
brand Denza. It also makes batteries for 

As more battery-makers enter Australia to get a bit of the 
action, Chinese giant BYD has found traction especially with 
consumers who just want to get off the grid.

Battery boom  
hears off-grid  
demand

Above: Julia Chen says it’s not uncommon in China for 
batteries to be installed in premises without solar.
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SOLAR

A massive solar PV system atop a school in Melbourne showcases 
the possibilities of a fully integrated clean energy solution. 

Top marks for solar security
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SOLAR

Not many people would feel too happy 
about going back to high school but if 
you get to walk around on the roof 

instead of sit in class it’s a different story. It 
wasn’t all play for the installation crew from 
EnviroGroup, however, because they at 
Doncaster Secondary College in north-east 
Melbourne to rig a 299kW solar PV system.

To get around the challenges of security 
and multiple roofs a design solution was 
decided on where the majority of the 
Fronius string inverters used for the job 
were installed on the roof. 

Fronius Eco 27 units were chosen due to 
their reliability and performance in harsh 
environments. Ten of the inverters were 
installed along with a Fronius Smart meter 
for consumption monitoring.

The Eco inverters are ideal for 
commercial-scale PV projects, says  
Fronius technical product coordinator  
Balaji Ganesan.

“Large-scale projects often require less 
flexibility from an inverter but higher than 
normal efficiency in order to maximise 
yields,” Ganesan says. “We are continuously 
shifting the limits of minimising costs 
whilst maximising yield by focusing on the 
power density of inverters.”

Power density refers to the ratio of output 
power of the inverter to its size (kW/kg). 
The key factors setting the Eco apart from 
its competitors are the higher output power, 
lighter design and lower cost.

“One of the greatest advantages of  
using a string inverter is its modularity,” 
Ganesan says. “When one decides to  
have a PV system in a school or college, 
where the buildings are prone to have 
multiple rooftops, the modularity of the 
string inverters become design and 
installation friendly.”

Melbourne-based EnviroGroup is one of 
the newest additions to Fronius Australia’s 
service provider network and EnviroGroup 
marketing coordinator Noel Anthony says 
the company has been consistently using 
Fronius inverters on its projects since 2015. 
“[Customers] all love different things about 
it – some like the monitoring, for others it’s 
the simplicity.”

The EnviroGroup team is especially 
proud of the Doncaster Secondary College 
project, which has generated 
over 382,470kWh within its first year of 
operation, offsetting more than 100 tonnes 
of C02. The site consumes 76% of the energy 
generated on its roof and has little to no 
export during school hours. Overall, the 
school is offsetting about 30% of its energy 

demands via solar PV. “It was the most fun 
[of our installations] as nine of the 10 
inverters were placed on the roof,” says 
Anthony. “The last inverter was installed on 
a wall so students can learn about solar 
power as part of their lessons.”

There are multiple benefits for education 
institutions in installing solar PV, including 
financial and educational.

“Work is starting to pick up in educational 
institutions,” Anthony says. “Schools want 
to showcase leadership in sustainability and 
solar PV is a rare opportunity for them 
which also has positive financial return.

“Schools like Doncaster already have 
sustainability programs in areas such as 
waste reduction, recycling … and solar PV  
is something students can get involved  
in directly.”

Live performance data is received via 
Solar.web, which shows savings the system 
is delivering and has an error alert function 
in case of system fault to reduce the 
downtime and maximize energy yield.

An unusual aspect to the project was the 
installation of weather collecting data 
points on the site. “That’s pretty special,” 
Anthony says. “It’s essentially giving us 
weather data from the site itself, which can 
be used as a reference point for performance 
and generation guarantees.”

Due to costs of solar PV coming down, the 
payback period for schools like Doncaster 
can be between five and nine years, he says. 
“We’ve done enough commercial jobs now 
that we can basically design for the project 
and have no over-runs … we’re always on 
time. This is important for schools as they 
only have the end of year holidays to install 
these types of projects and also keeping in 

mind that during summer there is a narrow 
window of time that we can have people 
working on a rooftop.”

However, each job always has its 
challenges and Doncaster Secondary 
College was no exception. “It’s a large 
surface,” Anthony says. “So one of the 
challenges was to keep the costs down and 
also to work around pre-existing appliances 
on the roofs like HVAC units. We have an 
in-house engineering and project 
management team so adjustments could be 
made on the fly.”

Given that the school grounds were 
accessible to people after hours, security was 
a consideration and was partly why the 
majority of inverters were placed on rooftops.

EnviroGroup is doing a significant 
amount of work in commercial solar 
installation, just having completed a large 
project for the University of Melbourne at 
its Southbank campus.

“We are on the cusp of a commercial  
solar boom … it’s just bigger and better from 
here on in,” Anthony says. “We’re working 
now with products that are extremely 
reliable and very proficient in offering help 
and support.”

EnviroGroup supports the transition to  
a 100% renewable energy future with a 
strong belief that renewable energy not  
only addresses Victoria’s reliance on coal 
but also empowers people through 
distributed generation.

“The current system of energy generation 
is one of the largest contributors to climate 
change. A renewable energy future will  
help combat climate change and also 
provide long-term stability in power prices 
for Australians.” 

DONCASTER SOLAR SYSTEM GENERATION
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

$1.7 million was spent at Reef HQ Aquarium 
on energy efficiency measures. This year, 
complete financial payback for all measures 
combined was achieved. This is impressive 
considering the most costly initiatives were 
implemented in 2012. 

At the start of the journey in 2007 no 
funds were available for energy efficiency 
measures, but Reef HQ Aquarium staff who 
were concerned about climate change 
impacts on the Great Barrier Reef and were 
determined to find energy efficiencies. We 
were confident we could eliminate some 
energy wastage through a better 
understanding about how energy was being 
used and by implementing low- or no-cost 
strategic operational and technical changes. 
The ease and impact of these simple changes 
was surprising and inspired staff to look at 
our infrastructure in a different light.

TOO COLD INSIDE?
It is 35°C outside but you walk around the 
office and see some people at their desks 
wearing cold-weather clothes. Most people 
have an expectation that even with 
temperatures soaring to 35°C outside, if you 
come in to a building (especially if you have 
paid to be there) you will feel cool. Now that 
we understand how precious energy is, is 
this a realistic expectation? 

Historically, the Reef HQ Aquarium 
indoor temperature was 23.5°C, but since 
some people complained of feeling cold we 
decided to raise the temperature to 24.5°C, 
in 0.2°C increments over a few weeks. 
Initially some people complained about the 
change but anecdotal evidence suggested 
that over time people adjusted their thermal 

As an organisation which advocates 
for sustainability, Reef HQ Aquarium 
in Townsville wanted to make a real 

difference in reducing energy consumption, so 
halving grid energy use seemed appropriately 
ambitious – and a nice round number. 

In retrospect, for a business using 
2.4GWh of energy each year it was a tad 
naive, since at that time in 2007 there was 
no money or strategy to achieve this goal. 
This vision did become reality in 2014 when 
the aquarium, a major tourist attraction in 
Far North Queensland, reached that 
ambitious target through a range of 
operational changes and targeted 
infrastructure investments, including a 
206kW roof top solar power system. 

The milestone was achieved whilst 
remaining fully operational and continuing 
to grow the business. 

As the national education centre for the 
Great Barrier Reef, an arm of the Great 
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 
showcasing energy efficiency and renewable 
energy technologies is a key objective. 
However, Reef HQ Aquarium faces similar 
pressures to other businesses. We care about 
the environment but also have operational 
resourcing constraints. Our building is 
unusual, with specialised equipment, but it 
shares a lot in common with most 
commercial buildings with most energy 
consumed in lighting, heating, ventilation, 
air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC-
R), machinery and catering equipment. 

Our case study demonstrates that energy 
efficiency can be achieved whether you have 
no extra money to spend or significant funds 
for capital investment. Over eight years,  

Re-energising  
Reef HQ Aquarium

Buildings account for 23% of 
Australia’s greenhouse gas 

emissions and energy efficiency 
is key to a more sustainable 

future, writes Sascha Thyer, 
who halved consumption at  

an energy-hungry  
Queensland aquarium.

Sascha Thyer  
is technical 
operations 
manager at Reef 
HQ Aquarium  
in Townsville, 
Far North 
Queensland.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

comfort or at least their expectations.  
A 2016 experiment tested the effect of 
raising indoor temperature by 1.5°C. The 
results showed there was no significant 
difference in overall thermal comfort and no 
effect on self-assessed worker productivity. 
This measure, as well as improved HVAC&R 
maintenance and elimination of air leaks 
through the building envelope, reduced the 
energy consumption by a whopping 13%. 

This is consistent with other studies that 
have shown for every degree you raise the 
indoor temperature, 6% energy consumption 
can be saved. So that’s one myth busted: you 
don’t have to have lots of funds available for 
capital investment to significantly reduce 
your energy consumption.

By 2008 we still had little capital funding 
to spend on energy efficiency, so we focused 
on gradually phasing out energy inefficient 
equipment such as lighting which had fast 
payback times. This measure allowed 
education staff to engage visitors in 
conversations about energy efficiency using 
a product we all use and see in all buildings. 

It also had many unforeseen benefits such 
as less fixtures required (in the case of LED 
panel ceiling lights), significantly reduced 
maintenance costs, increased safety (since 
staff spend much less time on ladders or 
scissor lifts changing light globes) and 

reduced toxic waste (the old lights 
contained heavy metals). In the later years 
we moved to engineered skylights to replace 
artificial lighting over some aquarium tanks. 

Energy efficient lighting is the norm these 
days, but inefficient flood lights are still 
common and many homes still use 
inefficient lighting. At Reef HQ Aquarium, 

energy use for lighting was reduced by 40% 
and the payback on average was 2.5 years.

OLD HABITS DIE HARD
Major renovations occur rarely over the life 
of a commercial building and are usually 
triggered by the end of life of equipment. 
This is an important opportunity for a shift 

Above: The aquarium is in the process of adding another 50kW of solar PV to its rooftop system.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

towards greater energy efficiency, but the 
opportunity could be easily missed if the 
facility manager or decision makers are not 
aware of what possibilities exist to reduce 
operational and life cycle costs. 

These costs may be indirect, such as the 
real lifecycle cost of using non-renewable 
energy compared to renewable energy. 

One of the biggest opportunities for the 
aquarium came from the end of life of  
the main chilling system, where capital  
was already budgeted for the lifecycle of  
the asset. 

It would have been easy to choose the 
slightly cheaper like-for-like system, but 
great results were achieved by settling on an 
innovative design and working through the 
issues associated with retrofitting a system 
into a property built in 1986.

The installation of the new chilling 
system and other measures related to the 
chilling requirement reduced the energy 
consumption of the HVAC&R by 66%. 

Many people may not be aware that using 
more energy efficient equipment located in 
the air-conditioned space (such as lighting 
and machinery) also reduces cooling 
requirement for the building’s air-
conditioning system. These combined 
benefits can be hard to quantify at the outset 
but they can be significant.

If every piece of energy using equipment 
or infrastructure is seen through the lens of 
energy efficiency, opportunities to minimise 
energy use are everywhere. When we 
examined the use of machinery such as 
pumps and associated piping, the 
inefficiencies in some cases were very high. 

In one case an oversized pump motor was 
changed to an appropriately sized one as at 
cost of $1,500, and the electrical cost 
savings were $10,000 per year. 

It is easy to cringe about this now but 
when the pump was purchased (12 years 
prior), energy efficiency was not the highest 
priority and since it was doing the job 
required it wasn’t scrutinised. System 
design and links between machinery 
systems were also important considerations 
to achieve efficiencies. Now all systems and 
purchases are scrutinised through the 
energy efficiency lens.

Like the corals on the Great Barrier Reef, 
the corals in Reef HQ Aquarium, home to 
the world’s largest living coral reef exhibit, 
will bleach and die if the water temperature 
goes beyond 29°C for a sustained period. 
Prior to the replacement of the chilling 
system, temperatures within the large 
aquarium tanks could not be reliably 
maintained below critical thresholds, 
putting the corals at risk. With the new 
chilling system installed, the optimum 
temperatures can easily be achieved with a 
much lower overall energy demand. 

INCREASED RESILIENCE, AN 
UNEXPECTED BENEFIT
Halving the overall energy demand also 
meant that the emergency standby diesel 
generators could accommodate the energy 
demand of the entire site whereas 
previously they had inadequate capacity to 
accommodate the high demand of the 
chilling system. In a location where tropical 
cyclones are a real and increasing threat, 
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this added resilience is a huge bonus.
Using photosynthetic algae in their 

tissues, corals harness sunlight to make the 
energy they need, and positioned in a sunny 
spot they can take advantage of this 
abundant resource. Reef HQ Aquarium is 
also located where solar radiation is 
abundant, so the move towards rooftop solar 
PV seemed like a logical step. 

In 2010 we installed what was then the 
second-largest solar PV system in Far North 
Queensland. If we hadn’t taken this 
important step operational costs would be 
well beyond current funding arrangements 
today. As the energy minimisation measures 
exceed expectations, during peak solar 
periods solar generation produces a surplus. 
To avoid any wastage the building 
management system has been adapted to 
store surplus PV generation as thermal 
energy in a chilled water storage tank as 
well as the in the large aquarium tanks. 

Since chilling represents about 25% of the 
Aquarium’s energy use, this type of energy 
storage is a cost-effective solution for re-
distributing the energy generation.

Reef HQ Aquarium is in the process of 
expanding its solar PV system by 50kW and 
storage will be required to make use of any 
surplus generation. We are also trialling the 
use of small wind generators and exploring 
energy recovery systems. 

There are many opportunities for greater 
efficiencies for plant and equipment and we 
are utilising indoor ventilation to offset 
slightly higher indoor temperatures. A mix of 
solutions will most likely provide the best 
outcomes for the facility. 
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So many Australian households have 
installed solar PV systems you’d think 
our cities would have turned purple 

when viewed on Google Earth. But a bird’s-
eye view of our capitals still shows the same 
gory glow of red roof tiles.

There are 1.7 million homes with solar in 
Australia, which puts us well ahead of the 
rest of the world on a per capita basis, but 
that result is skewed by the fact that 
Australians aspire to be homeowners 
whereas in other parts of the world it’s 
perfectly socially acceptable to lease for life. 

The reason renters are less likely to get a 
piece of the cheap-electricity action enjoyed 
by solar system owners is simple and cruel 
— if the owner won’t benefit from lower 
bills, why pay to install a system? It’s this 

A mass of renters may slowly gain access to cheap solar  
energy as an ownership model that pays a generous return  

on investment finds its feet in Sydney.

The solar solution  
that pays landlords
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“split incentive” dilemma that is holding 
millions back from not only cutting their 
living expenses but also doing their bit to 
transition our sunny and windy nation  
to renewables. 

That’s why ownership of solar is 
concentrated to parts of the country where 
standalone residences are common and 
blocks of apartments with many tenants and 
owners are harder to find. 

More than 2.6 million people across NSW 
can’t access solar energy, and census data 
shows nine council areas in Sydney where 
more than half the residents are locked out 
of solar. Council areas in rural NSW have 
lock out figures between 13% and 46%.  

People have tried to solve this problem 
before but solutions so far have been far 

from perfect, where landlords are 
sometimes tempted to pay for systems with 
output estimates that push the boundaries 
of science. In the meantime, swathes of the 
urban landscape are exempt from running 
their refrigerators on the power of the sun.

UP ON THE ROOF
It’s a problem that bothered Bjorn 
Sturmberg (pictured) so much that he 
designed an embedded solar-and-storage 
system for the Sydney digs he shared with 
fellow Sydney Uni students. Today, the 40 
residents at the Stucco building in Newtown 
are paying half as much for electricity as 
they were before the 30kW of solar and 
42kW of storage was installed in 2016, with 
accommodation units individually metered 
and billed by Stucco.

Once he’d finished at uni it was time for 
Sturmberg to move out of Stucco, but he 
took his idea with him and is now toiling 
away at getting solar onto rooftops of rentals 
as founder and director of SunTenants.

When the Stucco project was successfully 
switched on and left to run of its own 
devices late last year we began tinkering 
away on a project that would roughly copy 
the Stucco model but apply it to apartment 
blocks, where some units may be owner-
occupied and others leased to tenants.

He went full-time on SunTenants when 
he landed a Myer Innovation Fellowship 
which started in May and will provide 
funding for a year.

Sturmberg was a week away from 
installation of the first SunTenants system 
when he met with EcoGeneration but 
explained the benefits would be immediate 
as soon the solar PV system was switched on. 
“It’s nice that it’s immediately impactful,” he 
says. “The owner of the property will start 
getting a return on investment and the 
tenants will start saving money.”

ON THE STREET
If the first project goes off without a hitch he 
hopes to complete five more before year’s 
end and gently build from there. He admits 
SunTenants probably won’t make a lot of 
money until it works out a manageable rate 
of growth. “There is heaps of value 
generated by solar on rental properties that 
can be shared,” he says. “SunTenants is a 
purpose driven enterprise trying to do the 
right thing by everyone involved and share 
as much of that with the owner and tenant 
as possible and then making sure we can 
cover our costs and scale in what we take.”

Sturmberg has five pilot sites he says are 

underway, all in Sydney, where owners and 
tenants are keen to go ahead and solar 
systems are being finalised. Importantly, 
each site is owned by a single owner: a 
duplex, an apartment where solar will be 
fitted to a common roof but supply one unit, 
a terrace and free-standing houses. 

The idea is to fit individual solar PV 
systems for each residence or unit, to keep 
things as simple as possible. In a block of 
two units, for example, one unit that is 
owner-occupied may have solar installed 
but the other unit may wish to sign up to 
SunTenants, in which case a system is 
installed including a smart meter that splits 
billing with an existing retailer and 
monitors solar PV production and how 
much tenants consume.

Tenant can use an app to see how they are 
using energy and how they might be able to 
adapt energy use to save extra money. 

SunTenants sells the solar energy to the 
tenant at 20c/kWh, and returns $11/kW per 
month to the landlord. This means a 5kW 
costing about $6,500 will return $55 a 
month to the owner, or a return on 
investment of about 10%. This is repaid  
over 25 years.

RISK AND RETURNS
Where bank term deposits are paying about 
2.5%, this makes solar look like a great 
investment for landlords.

“The value in solar is so huge these days,” 
he says. “And that number will go up over 
time as electricity prices continue to rise.”

Sturmberg reckons his solution gets 
around the split incentive problem by 
removing one of the barriers, where some 
owners in a block may not approve of some 
of the strata levies going towards 
installation of solar because they don’t live 
there and won’t get the advantage. 
“SunTenants nicely removes that obstacle 
[by providing owners a return on 
investment],” he says.

Storage can be an option if requested, but 
Sturmberg feels the technology is still too 
expensive. “We can work with batteries 
although we’re not encouraging owners to 
do that at the moment,” he says. Tenants 
with batteries would pay for stored energy 
at the same rate they would pay for solar.
EcoGeneration spoke to Sturmberg in the 

EnergyLab office on the campus of the 
University of Technology Sydney, where he 
shares the space with other mad-keen 
renewable energy entrepreneurs.

Renters deserve access to solar like anyone 
else, but it’s highly likely their home load 
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profiles will be very light during the daylight 
hours as they’ll all be at work earning the 
money they need to pay rent. “It’s one of the 
big challenges of solar and rental properties,” 
Sturmberg says. “We’re aware of that 
challenge and really motivated by it.”

He sketches an example. Let’s say a young 
tenant family is home all day every day, 
using lots of solar from the rooftop. Then, 
they move out and a professional moves in, 
who’s never home when the sun’s in the sky. 
Suddenly all the solar is going straight to the 
grid. The SunTenants model takes on that 
risk, Sturmberg says, and offers the owner 
the fixed return, irrespective of self-
consumption. “Because we’re taking on the 
risk of tenants’ consumption we’re starting 
with a pretty conservative estimate of what 
that is.” 

Clauses are in place so that if a property 
has a tenant that’s using 100% of the solar 
that is generated, a bonus will be paid to the 
owner from SunTenant’s revenue.

Tenants pay 12c/kWh to SunTenants for 
solar power that is exported to the grid, 
which is balanced by a roughly equivalent 
feed-in tariff from their retailer 
(remembering that tenants must maintain a 
relationship with an electricity retailer 
other than SunTenants).

COUNCILS ON BOARD
Sturmberg is also chief door-knocker and 
travelling evangelist for SunTenants. If 
things take hold this year he’s hoping to put 
on some staff next year but so far he’s flying 
solo. It’s a good job, because everyone knows 
renters should have solar too, but it’s a bit of 
a slog. “I’ve already got enough on my plate 
in terms of properties but the plan is to 
ramp up with bigger projects next year.” He 
expects growth will be generated by natural 
interest but also alliances he’s fostering with 
community energy groups, community 
housing providers and councils. 

Councils are the most accessible tier of 
government as far as householders are 
concerned and Sturmberg is impressed by 
the eagerness of some Sydney councils 
towards doing something about climate 
change. “There are a lot of councils around 
that have zero carbon plans or 100% 
renewables plans,” he says. “Even those that 
don’t have [such targets] are mindful of 
wanting to get more solar in their area.”

Some councils that have investigated why 
they don’t host many solar households have 
quickly concluded it has something to do 
with the high ratio of rental properties. If 
councils can become part of the cause, 
landlords may be inspired into action.

In some council areas in Sydney nearly 
three-quarters of residents are locked out of 
solar because they are renters.

Sturmberg’s happy with the simplicity in 
his model: the owner gets a guaranteed 
return on investment, the tenant is charged 
only for what’s consumed. “They’re 
guaranteed to be better off,” he says.

SunTenants is left with the 
responsibilities of system sizing, quality of 
the system, maintenance and variability of 
energy usage. If something’s under-
performing SunTenants will feel the pain, 
not the owner or tenant. “It’s a lot of risk 
and responsibility for a company to take on 
but we understand solar really well and 
we’ve got that great smart meter in there 
getting real time data and we can do 
analytics on that. And we can aggregate that 
risk across a big fleet of rental properties so 
that once we have a big enough number of 
sites that should steady out at a constant rate 
of self-consumption.” He expects tenants 
will use about 30% of generated energy. 

If landlords and tenants are converted to 
solar, energy efficiency upgrades could 
follow — but one step at a time. “Once we 
can start to build some trust in this space 
those things will become a lot more easy to 
do,” he says. 
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NORTH SYDNEY 74% 50,530

SYDNEY 68% 169,279

WAVERLEY 60% 41,182

STRATHFIELD 56% 22,946

BOTANY BAY 56% 27,384

WOOLLAHRA 55% 30,061

RANDWICK 55% 78,553

CANADA BAY 54% 47,565

BREWARRINA 51% 862

BURWOOD 51% 19,031

LANE COVE 49% 17,976

ROCKDALE 49% 54,398

MOSMAN 48% 13,683

PARRAMATTA 48% 112,701

INNER WEST 48% 87,744

TOP 15 NSW LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
AREAS WITH RESIDENTS LOCKED 
OUT OF SOLAR 

His model assumes average daily 
consumption of 20kWh and that 1kW of 
installed solar will generate 3.9kWh a day.

Selling the message is the hard part. Some 
owners look at a 10% return and ask is it 
enough? Others ask if solar even works, to 
be reminded that the SunTenants 
mechanism takes that risk away for owners 
by returning them an amount that is 
determined by the system size. “The way 
we’ve structured this is you don’t have to 
believe it works; we’re going to pay you for it 
and it’s our responsibility that it works to 
the extent it was quoted. As an owner it’s a 
really straightforward, economically 
rational thing to do. And in the meantime 
you’ll be doing something good for your 
tenant and something great for the 
environment. You don’t have to belief that 
the photovoltaic effect actually works.”

TRUST ME
A property that is sold will see the contract 
with SunTenants terminated, but the value 
of the PV system will hopefully be reflected 
in the sale price.

Talking to tenants isn’t all plain sailing 
either. SunTenants starts from the position 
that it will be sending the tenant yet another 
bill. Regardless of the fact that 
corresponding bills from the tenant’s 
electricity retailer will be lower and that the 
overall total spend on electricity is reduced, 
it’s still a bit tough for some to jump at the 
chance to sign up to yet another provider.

Sturmberg is a bit stumped by it. He’s just 
trying to do something good in the energy 
market and in the rental market, but both 
are sadly “totally devoid of trust”, he says. 
No renter loves their landlord and agent or 
energy retailer. “Everyone feels like they’re 
getting screwed on both fronts,” he says. As 
a renter and bill payer himself, he 
understands why.

“For as long as I’ve been working on this 
I’ve found that intellectually a really 
interesting place to be, this nexus of 
mistrust,” he says. Facing the mistrust is 
different, as he gets to exercise his skills in 
diplomacy while tempting prospective 
participants towards the good sense of solar 
by using as much charm as he can. “I’m 
trying to do something good!”

All the same, a tenant may question the 
reason behind paying for technology the 
landlord will own. Sturmberg gets to the nuts 
and bolts. “We’ll make sure you only pay for 
the solar you use. And there is a guarantee 
we’ll sell that to you at less than the retail 
rate, so you’re guaranteed to be ahead.”
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Bring on the disruption
Where’s the next market disruption coming from? It’s an ominous question that was pitched  
to an expert panel on Day 1 of the All-Energy conference in October. It’s not all doom and 
gloom, however, with the panellists finding lots to be hopeful about.

THE TECHNOLOGY WAVE
ARENA investment director Dan Sturrock 
sees disruption everywhere in many varying 
forms. “The big theme is technology 
improvement and cost reduction,” he says. 
“You overlay it with changing market 
dynamics, new policies, the Finkel Review 
and the work AEMO’s doing with the other 
regulators and you get this collision of new 
technology and changing regulatory 
landscape.” The result is a sense of chaos but 
where interesting challenges are popping up 
day after day. 

The economics of large-scale solar are 
seen as a problem that’s already solved and 
ARENA is moving on to fund solutions to 
the integration issues highlighted in the 
Finkel Review: the role of large-scale 
batteries, concentrated solar thermal, 
electric vehicles, internet of energy, peer-to-
peer trading, micro-grids and energy 
productivity. “It’s just getting busier and 
busier, and a lot more complicated.”

CROWD POWER
Consumers are pushing for change, says 
Moreland Energy Foundation CEO Alison 
Rowe, and gone are the days where they’ll 
just take what’s given. “People want energy 
independence and a transition plan that’s 
built for their home,” Rowe says. “But what 

breach its mission critical reliability 
standard. “When you turn the power off 
people get grumpy,” Burge said, “but when 
you turn off the Facebook feed, then you 
know true hatred.” 

There have been at least three near-miss 
blackouts since the power was knocked out 
in South Australia in September last year, he 
says, where residents in some states have 
been 50 milliseconds of losing power 
(Telstra’s 5G network has a signal round-
trip of less than 15 milliseconds).

Telstra is a 1.5TWh user of energy, with 
hundreds of megawatts of standby 
generation capacity and more than 1GWh of 
battery back-up and Burge is hopeful that 
the company will one day be able to 
participate in a sophisticated electricity 
market where demand response is rewarded 
and rates are set every five minutes, not half 
hour. “It will be a choppy road between now 
and then but we’re very positive.”

OFF-GRID OPPORTUNITY
Lessons can be learned from the far flung 
reaches of Australia’s spindly networks, says 
Horizon Power managing director Frank 
Tudor. As solar PV and storage becomes 
more affordable it gets to a level where it 
makes sense for distributed energy 
resources to be orchestrated, he says. 

is right for one home is not right for 
another.” Solutions could be found in 
systems where homes on a street are 
connected so that solar energy can be traded 
among them, renters included. 

“Imagine a street with 20 houses, where 
eight have solar and there is centralised 
battery storage,” she says. “How do we share 
that energy equitably, how do we charge for 
it and how do we as a single node tap back 
into the grid and as a street pay that one-off 
cost. There’s a real flavour and need for 
people to take control of their energy.” 

BUSINESS RISK
Telstra executive energy director Ben Burge 
reminded the audience energy has always 
been one of the most volatile commodities 
on the planet, but in Australia the issue has 
become critical over the past four years as 
pricing risk has been harder to hedge. 

Industry can pass on rising electricity 
costs to customers, but there’s a point where 
customers will rebel. A company that can 
source its own energy generation will have 
an advantage. “When your underlying 
commodity cost has effectively tripled in the 
last four years, it’s incumbent on us to do 
something about it,” Burge says.

As a provider of an essential service to all 
internet addicts, Telstra does not want to 

ALL-ENERGY PANEL | DAY 1
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(Horizon has been building micro-grids to 
replace expensive transmission sometimes 
destroyed by fire.) “The problem about 
getting the most out of these assets really 
devolves to one of trying to do it at a local 
level, and that’s when you get micro-grids 
coming to the fore,” he said.

If groups of system owners can present 
themselves to the grid as a single entity, 
then those groups can in turn be managed 
as a federation of micro-grids. In Western 
Australia, Tudor hopes that projects by 
Horizon in designing and implementing 
micro-grids in towns and regions where 
energy is very expensive will be testing 
grounds for new pricing structures, 
technology and regulatory structures. 

At Onslow, Horizon is spending $150 
million to replace infrastructure and also 
convince every customer to install solar and 
storage so that the residents produce at least 
half the town’s energy. “We think it’s going 
to be the future,” he says. “But there are 
certain barriers, including technology in 
terms of intelligently connecting customers 
and giving them signals so they can 
optimise their own configuration of DER to 
make sense of the system themselves.” 

TURN THE LIGHT ON
Any changes to pricing models will require 
action by regulators, and Australian Energy 
Regulator board member Jim Cox senses 
the spotlight moving his way. “There is 
more policy uncertainty now than at any 
time over the past 20 years,” he says. It is a 
challenging time, but also an exciting time.

“There are a lot of very good things 
happening and I think our role of regulators 
is not to get in the way of these things 
happening,” he says, listing demand 
management, self supply, embedded 
networks, community renewables projects 
and energy services. 

There’s just one problem: consumers are 
generally uninterested in energy and 

swamping them with information may 
possibly only induce paralysis about choice. 
The transition to a new system needs to be 
managed in a way the community can 
accept, he says. “All of this is made much 
more difficult by the increase in electricity 
prices.” Cox says the AER is looking at how 
pricing can be made to be more reflective of 
where and when energy is consumed, “and 
then we will be better able to encourage 
things like micro-grids, demand 
management, energy efficiency where it can 
best take place,” he says. “There is nothing 
more powerful than cost-reflective pricing 
but it’s something communities have had a 
lot of concern about.” 

A cost-effective demand management 
scheme is also on the agenda, to address the 
suspicion that networks have such a strong 
incentive to build transmission that they’re 
unlikely to make it easy for users to use less 
energy. “We think there’s a lot of truth in 
that,” he says, saying the AER is working out 
ways to encourage demand management 
where it’s in the consumer’s interest. 

“We are bringing in the new world, 
allowing it to happen, but we’ve got to be 
aware energy is a very sensitive issue and 
there are a lot of concerns about inequality 
of outcomes and regulators have to be aware 
of that and ensure a transition will take 
place at a speed the community can accept.”

CATCH A BUZZ
Energy was “boring” for the last 100 years, 
says Tudor at Horizon, and is going through 
a painful transition that’s seeing it splashed 
over the news like hot gossip. If all goes to 
plan it will be delegated by consumers to the 
“not interested” category just as soon as the 
dust settles. “In another 30 to 40 years 
energy will be ubiquitous, the marginal cost 
will be zero, it’ll be basically on the fabric 

and infrastructure of everything we see and 
we’ll have solved the problem,” Tudor says. 

“Right now there are security issues, 
there’s a lot of marketing going on, there’s a 
lot of change and transition, people are 
engaged. One of the tell-tale signs that we’ve 
actually cracked the problem will be 
disengagement of the community, then it 
will become boring and we will have moved 
into that final phase.”

OUTSIDE THE RULES
OK, so energy might become boring but the 
services that come from energy may become 
really exciting, says Rowe. When electricity 
is cheap and plentiful, supplied by optimally 
managed distributed resources, the 
possibilities are endless for new and 
unimagined services. 

Innovation never came from following 
rules, she says, “it came from sitting outside 
the rules” and then letting regulators do 
their thing. 

“I think we’re getting caught up in this 
mindset of, we can’t do this because of the 
regulations and we need to wait for them to 
change. I want to challenge that and say, 
what do we want, what do we desire, what 
do we know we need, [then] trial it, create it 
and then go and influence regulators.”

ON TAP
Energy underpins everything in the 
economy and we need it to work, says Tudor, 
but not everyone will want to invest in clean 
energy systems. “There will be a lot of 
people who simply ask for it as a service,”  
he says. “We are heading towards a lot of 
aggregators that sit between the wholesale 
market and bringing residential customers 
in, so you don’t have to pay for it. You can  
sit back and know that it works and it 
underpins the economic infrastructure.” 

DAY 1 | ALL-ENERGY PANEL
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POLICY

The simple architecture of the National Energy Guarantee suggests it will not mark 
the end of the renewables industry, writes Walter Gerardi.

National Energy Guarantee’s 
impact on electricity sector

The Federal Government recently 
announced some reforms to the 
electricity sector under the banner of 

the National Energy Guarantee which will 
have implications for the electricity 
industry and the nature of the 
transformation of that sector.

The first main focus is a reliability 
guarantee requiring retailers and large 
wholesale customers to purchase 
dispatchable and flexible capacity to meet 
their peak demand needs. 

The other significant aspect is an 
emission obligation. This mechanism would 
set an emission intensity target that is in 
line with Australia meeting its obligations 
for greenhouse gas emission reduction 
under the Paris Agreement.

The reliability guarantee will require the 
purchase of generation capacity to meet a 
portion of forecast peak load requirements. 
AEMO will determine how much of this 
capacity will be required to be dispatched  
or available for each trading interval.

The advantages of this arrangement are 
numerous. It establishes a mechanism 
allowing the authorities to deal with 
reliability issues ahead of the adoption of 
high levels of variable renewable generation 
across the whole market.

The reliability guarantee will allow  
for the least cost mix of flexible and 
dispatchable plant to be utilised to meet the 
obligation. An active contract and forward 
market should develop around this 
requirement and encourage competition for 
least cost options.

The arrangement will also enhance 
support for renewable energy by alleviating 
a key concern around the adoption of high 
levels of renewable energy.

While the reliability guarantee may delay 
the retirement of some high emitting plant 
— by providing them with an additional and 
contracted source of revenue — in the long 

obligations using domestic and international 
carbon credits. This could minimise the  
cost of the scheme and has the potential to 
require less low-emission generation. But  
as most countries will have to meet more 
stringent emission targets, the global 
demand for international credits will 
increase, which will increase their price.

Although the impact on the LRET scheme 
is unclear, it is likely there will be upward 
pressure on Large-scale Generation 
Certificates prices due to an expectation of 
lower wholesale prices for electricity.

The emission obligation could potentially 
reduce retail prices through the reduction 
in wholesale prices. Our modelling for 
similar schemes indicates that the 
downward impact on wholesale prices will 
outweigh any cost impost arising from 
retailers having to pay a premium to low-
emission generators to cover their 
investment cost.

The actual impacts of the obligation  
will very much depend on the targets for 
emissions. In a sense this is a more 
important factor than the emission 
obligation, in that the target will determine 
the level of investment required in low-
emission generation. 

term they will still need to compete with 
firm and flexible capacity provided by new 
technologies such as battery storage, solar 
thermal, solar PV/wind with battery, 
biomass, etc.

Importantly, while the mechanism is 
designed to apply to the National Electricity 
Market, it is easily transferable to other 
markets in Australia, such the Wholesale 
Electricity Market in Western Australia and 
the Northern Territory Electricity Market.

The emission obligation requires retailers 
to meet an emission intensity standard. 
Even efficient – and relatively lower 
emitting – coal plant can be rewarded by 
displacing the high-emitting coal plant, 
under the proposed approach. 

In this sense, it is likely to cost less than 
the Clean Energy Target scheme proposed 
by the Finkel Review.

The impacts of the scheme could include 
placing downward pressure on wholesale 
prices because of the additional renewable 
energy (with low dispatch costs) entering 
the market, and because some existing low-
emission fossil fuel generators will be 
effectively paid to dispatch into the market.

The scheme could incentivise retailers to 
contract with low-emission options to 
ensure adequate investment in low-emission 
capacity and to make up any shortfall to the 
investment cost of new generation that is 
not met through revenue from trades in the 
wholesale market.

It will likely lead to increased uptake of 
low-emission generation with the level of 
uptake determined by the emission targets. 
Although this uptake is expected to be a mix 
of technologies, if natural gas continues stay 
high then uptake is likely to be dominated 
by renewable energy technologies. 

Based on preliminary analysis, around 
20,000GWh of additional low-emission 
generation will be required.

Retailers may be able to meet their 

Walter Gerardi is technical director  
of energy markets at Jacobs. He has 
more than 25 years’ experience in 
economic and strategic analysis of 
energy and resource industries.
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Corporate PPA market  
opens with a bang

Australia’s first large-scale renewable energy corporate 
Power Purchase Agreement has been signed between  
Flow Power and Ararat Wind Farm.

Australia’s first ever large-scale 
renewable corporate Power Purchase 
Agreement has been signed between 

Flow Power and Australia’s third-largest 
wind generator, Ararat Wind Farm.

The agreement is to supply 50MW of 
renewable energy, “but we’ll go well beyond 
that,” says Flow Power founder and 
managing director Matthew van der Linden. 
“We’d like to get to thousands of megawatts 
over the coming years.” 

“We’ll hopefully be able to establish more 
of Ararat and the numerous other wind 
farms and solar farms around; the 
advantage of Ararat is that it’s operating 
now. Customers can get a chunk of that 
today, and that’s very important for 
customers who are trying to resign 
[contracts for electricity] at double or triple 
the price they were previously on.”

Renewable corporate PPAs can secure 
energy supply at rates up to half the current 
retail rates, Flow Power said.

Flow will announce customers in the 
weeks ahead, van der Linden said.

PPAs are a fairly common arrangement 
for consumers to purchase electricity  
from rooftop solar PV systems, but this is 
the first time clients will be able to sign up 
to access a portion of a large-scale 
renewable energy project.

Part of the challenge of designing such an 
offer is in luring the generator away from 
the more lucrative spot market, van der 
Linden said.

doing and hopefully reduce costs across the 
market, much more widely than what we’re 
offering ourselves.”

Flow hopes to offer electricity in the 
range of 10-11c/kWh bundled, depending on 
the customer and the term. “That’s roughly 
half the market cost at the moment.”

Renewable PPAs are already at the heart 
of many corporate energy strategies in 
Europe and North America, with companies 
like Google, Amazon and Facebook 
recognising the fact that they offer both long 
term price security and are one of the fastest 
ways to reach sustainability goals.

Of course, the PPAs will expose 
customers to the variability of renewables. 
Flow Power has thought ahead on this issue 
and will advise its clients on battery storage 
and demand response technologies. 

“This model not only gives them cheap 
energy, it will go a long way to fixing the 
reliability concerns in the market as well,” 
he says. “It will change the market. It will 
make renewables work a lot better.” 

“They’re getting huge revenues off the 
spot market at the moment, but the reason 
they’re doing it [the PPA] is it’s a long-term 
contract; they get surety of price over a  
10-year period, and that’s what they’re after 
to get better lending rates and maximise 
their return.”

Flow’s ambition is to deliver agreements 
with its customers that reflect the same 
terms it has with Ararat “as much as 
possible”, he says. “They may even advertise 
that we’ve got 5% of Ararat Wind Farm.”

The retailer is currently “reaching terms” 
with three other generators but has been 
sounding out renewable energy suppliers 
other than Ararat for about a year. Since the 
announcement others have made contact to 
offer their output, he says.

“There are no real issues with us having 
the discussions with more farms, the 
challenge will be reaching the right terms 
that are good enough for our customers to 
take,” he says. “But we’re very optimistic 
that won’t be a problem.”

Most wind and solar plants sell their 
output to the big three retailers, who mostly 
offer fixed-rate contracts to their customers.

The Flow model offers a different 
mechanism for plants to secure long-term 
offtake, which van der Linden hopes may 
even provide the impetus for the next lot of 
large-scale clean energy farms to be built.

“We’re hopeful through what we’re doing 
we’ll force many retailers to reassess and 
maybe follow us a little bit in what we’re 

Above: Matthew van der Linden is confident the 
market for corporate PPAs will take off.
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DEMAND RESPONSE

Energy users who sometimes wonder if 
they are enslaved to generator giants 
that hike charges without 

discrimination should welcome the buzz 
that’s building around demand response, 
which is a proven and powerful tool to lower 
power costs. “You can halve your power 
costs with an effective demand response 
strategy,” says Marija Petkovic, managing 
director of Sydney-based consultancy 
Energy Synapse.

Petkovic has seen demand response in 
action while working in energy management 
for large industrials in Australia and the 
United States, including international gas 
company Linde Group.

“In [the industrial gas] industry 
electricity is 70% of your product cost, so 
that industry is very on-the-ball in terms of 
what it is doing about energy,” she says.

Australian companies are starting to find 
out what they can do to manage their energy 
bills, too, even if electricity makes up less 
than 10% of product cost. “Everyone’s under 
pressure from board level to do something 
about power prices.”

HARDER THAN IT LOOKS
The challenge, of course, is that 
management won’t understand the 
complexities of energy systems. People who 
don’t deal with energy on a daily basis may 
have a very limited and simplified 

to South Australia by December, if the 
market is open by then. Energy technology 
company GreenSync says it can deliver 
300MW of “negawatts” (demand response) 
across the National Electricity Market and 
ARENA is funding a project with AEMO 
aimed at delivering 160MW of demand 
response by this summer. Tenders for the 
trial proposed 1,938MW of capacity could be 
delivered by December 2018.

WALK DON’T RUN
As buzz builds about demand response, 
energy generators and retailers are being 
more cautious about making deals, Petkovic 
says. Whereas savings and revenue split 
between consumer and retailer were clearly 
set out, with energy users getting the 
majority of the benefit, nowadays she says 
retailers are weighing deals towards their 
own favour. “A lot of the deals now are 
convoluted,” she says. Take the example of 
an offer to curtail a number of times over 
summer, which sets out the benefit to the 
consumer but not the supplier. “From an 
energy user’s perspective that might be 
great; ‘I’m getting $100,000!’ But if the size 
of the pie is $1 million and [the retailer is] 
keeping $900,000 that’s a pretty raw deal.”

As energy users search for any lever they 
can grasp to control electricity costs, the 
last thing the energy market needs is for 
strategies that can ease costs and relax 

understanding of the possibilities and 
obstacles. The most naive energy user will 
renew energy contracts without much 
thought to how it is structured or when the 
optimum timing is in the market. The more 
sophisticated manufacturers tend to treat 
energy management as an operations 
function, where it is viewed alongside 
supply chain and product management, 
rather than a procurement function.

“If you can get a really good demand-
response deal you might be prepared to go 
with someone who’s offered you a higher 
price, but you might be getting millions [of 
dollars] from the demand response deal,” 
Petkovic says.

Business owners who hope to negotiate 
demand response inclusions in a contract 
after its terms have been agreed usually 
have left it too late. At that stage their 
position is weakened because they have no 
other retailer options. “That’s a trap I’ve 
seen a lot of people fall into,” Petkovic says. 

Demand response is on the radar. The 
Australia Institute says demand 
management will be worth $36 billion by 
2025 and increase from 39GW to 144GW, 
and the International Energy Agency 
reckons a good benchmark for demand 
response is about 15% of peak demand. In 
Australia it is less than 1%.

In March, demand response giant 
EnerNOC committed to providing 100MW 

If energy users are offered the right incentive to dial 
down loads the combined effect could be a massive 
boon to the electricity network. 

The rise and rise of  
demand response
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supply constraints to become unbalanced. 
Petkovic is hopeful that a “proper” demand 
response market will evolve in Australia 
rather than the opaque “secret squirrel 
deals” where there is no standardisation. 

If participants could bid straight into the 
dispatch market, competing directly with 
generation, there will be much less 
requirement to draw on expensive gas 
peaker plants.

“That’s one of the challenges AEMO  
has when they are running their system 
because they don’t really have any visibility 
over what is happening in demand response 
in Australia, and there are thousands  
of megawatts of demand response in 
Australia already.”

PART OF THE WORKING DAY
There is a misconception that demand 
response is a tool that can be used only in 
peak demand events, she says. At Linde, 
Petkovic says she would sometimes bid  
into the market when it paying a low  
$US25/MWh because her stock levels were 
high and production needed to shutdown 
anyway, so it made no sense to wait and risk 
the price dropping towards $US10/MWh. 
“There is opportunity to optimise your 
energy costs year round — it’s not just about 
avoiding blackouts.” 

The distinction between “economic 
demand response” as described above and 

emergency demand response is pretty easy 
to understand, but for any demand response 
to work there needs to be a proper market. If 
one takes the view demand response is a 
form of generation, then a functioning and 
flexible market would benefit the market by 
injecting more competition into a system 
that desperately needs it.

The scale of network demand and supply 
would require that energy users at the 
smaller end of the market, including 
residential consumers, would need to bid 
through aggregators.

Economic demand response may be 
struggling to get traction in Australia but 
one welcome development has been the 
opening up of the frequency control 
ancillary services market to large-scale 
energy users where once it was the exclusive 
domain of centralised generators. Energy 
users have been able to enter the market 
through their retailer, but where the retailer 
also owns a generating fleet it has been in 
the retailer’s interest to keep revenue from 
this market for itself. 

WEIGH THE ODDS
The demand response market is not like 
observing a flock of sheep; everyone 
participates pretty much when it suits them 
best, and that may also happen to be during 

a peak event. Sometimes it may be worth 
running through a $14,000/MWh period to 
avoid incurring a $10 million bill for failing 
to supply customers. It is an individual 
decision just as it is for generators when 
they are bidding into the market.

Petkovic recalls an instance where her bid 
into the mid-continental US market ended 
up being the marginal bid and saved all 
users about $US700 million, about 30% of 
capacity costs. “That’s the power of demand 
response,” she says. “It doesn’t need to be a 
huge portion of the grid to have a very 
significant price impact.”

In a report released in October Energy 
Synapse showed that in NSW although 
small-scale solar PV contributed about 2% 
capacity to the grid, prices would have been 
30-50% higher without it. The dramatic 

leverage of rooftop PV to bring down 
wholesale costs for all users is thanks to a 
similar dynamic as the example of 
Petkovic’s marginal bid. When demand 
reaches high levels wholesale costs can 
increase quickly towards the $14,000/MWh 
cap. At those times, generation from small-
scale solar was seen to reduce overall 
demand so that wholesale rates were 
between $29 and $44/MWh lower than they 
would have been if supply was coming only 
from centralised generators. 

“When you’ve got the solar resource that 
private customers have paid for coming into 
the grid at $0 you don’t necessarily need 
those very high-cost generators,” she says. 
“At critical periods on the grid when you’ve 
got very high demand or when there are a 
lot of generator outages, if you can reduce 
just a little bit of demand level on the grid it 
has a very big impact on pricing.”

STORE IT OR USE IT
The more flexible you are the more 
opportunity there is. Systems that include 
battery storage may afford owners greater 
flexibility but they also make decisions 
about demand response far more tricky. 
Batteries cannot be charged and discharged 
on a whim and working out the best times to 
utilise them is super hard. “It’s something 

people have underestimated because they 
have all been focused on the chemistry of 
the battery and the software and not taking 
into account the market at all.”

As more renewables are added to the 
market Petkovic’s prediction is the average 
price of electricity will drop but volatility 
will increase. When most electricity comes 
from renewables for most of the year prices 
will be “incredibly low” but pricing will be 
extreme for peak days and the 
$14,000MW/h price cap will need to be 
lifted considerably, she says. 

“Generators that rely on those couple of 
days will have to get all their revenue during 
that handful of days rather than being able 
to get a little bit throughout the year 
because at other times it’s going to be at zero 
or very close to zero.” 

“That’s the power of demand response —  
it doesn’t need to be a huge portion of the  
grid to have a very significant price impact.”
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PANEL PARTICIPANTS (left to right)

Phil Livingston, managing director,  
Redback Technologies

Stephen Richardson, technology innovation 
engineer, Ergon Energy

Nathan Dunn, managing director,  
Enphase Australia

Dean Spaccavento, CEO, Reposit Power
Stefan Jarnason (panel chair),  

CEO, Solar Analytics

t

What does the energy industry have to do to engage people? What do consumers want  
and how do they want it delivered? A panel of technology boffins pondered these questions 
on Day 2 of the All-Energy conference in October, as power to do something about the  
clean energy revolution is shifted to consumers. 

Energy tech  
tunes into consumers

NO TURNING BACK NOW
Reposit’s Dean Spaccavento says the sharing 
economy and “internetification” of energy 
are changing the market for good. The 
generation technologies that allow 
distributed energy are renewable, especially 
solar and storage, and once consumers get 
their hands on these energy assets they can 
take part in energy’s equivalent or Airbnb or 
Uber, he says. 

“The growth of that and the technology 
associated with that is driving a 
decentralisation of infrastructure,” 
Spaccavento says. 

The zero marginal cost of renewable 
energy and “stupidly” cheap computing 
power allow a change from a centrally 
planned economy to one that’s shared. 

TECH MEETS THE CHALLENGE
As inverter technology becomes more 
sophisticated the possibilities for solar-
owners are expanding, says Nathan Dunn 
from Enphase. “There’s a lot more energy 
that’s going into innovating around how 
those inverters can be connected and 
communicate … which allows the customer 

KEEP COSTS DOWN
The consumer wants a low-cost system and 
cheap power, says Redback Technologies 
managing director Phil Livingston. 
Providers of technology are at a nexus point, 
he says, where costs of competing are 
dropping alongside the costs of solar PV  
and storage. 

“It’s quite an exciting time,” he says.  
“The consumer’s mentality is switching into 
understanding.” 

The key to creating tariffs that allow 
consumers to get credit back from their 
investment in clean energy technology is 
whether the industry can keep the language 
simple and produce fully cost-wrapped 
systems, he says.

DROP THE TECH TALK
Spaccavento may run a technology company 
but he admits consumers only care about 
comfort and (sometimes) value, not gadgetry 
that runs jazzy algorithms. “What they 
want is comfort. They want to live in their 
home and not think about what it is that 
makes their home good to live in, it just 
wants to be good to live in,” he says. 

to develop their own thought process 
around energy economy,” he says. As storage 
becomes cheaper, the case to maximise  
self-consumption becomes stronger.

PUT TO BEST USE
At Queensland energy utility Ergon the 
thinking is the same but also a little 
different, said Stephen Richardson. As 
power electronics get smarter and smaller 
they can be put to work determining the 
best use of renewables. “We have a bit more 
of the knowhow to really start to manage 
those devices and we’re starting to get the 
integrated control,” he says. “The 
information is now in consumers’ hands.” 

Data analytics and the cost of 
communications are also becoming cheap 
enough to not be a hindrance to the cost of 
smart technology. “That is really opening up 
access to information about people and their 
data usages.” Nevertheless, Richardson 
admits the technology available on the 
market has a way to go before it has evolved 
to the telecommunications equivalent of a 
smartphone. “If we can crack that, the 
rollout of renewables will go a lot faster.”

ALL-ENERGY PANEL | DAY 2
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Spaccavento admits he’s the same. “My 
air-conditioner sits on 20 day and night, 
summer, winter, I don’t care.” 

Comfort-seekers and value-seekers form 
the mainstream of the market, he says, “and 
none of us on this panel is addressing them 
very well at the moment”. Smart energy 
companies that expect to attract 
householders by pushing technical specs 
and possibilities will miss the opportunity, 
he says. “If you get [the message] wrong, 
they shut down. They’re not interested.”

YOU’LL SAVE THIS MUCH…
Dunn at Enphase agrees the tech is probably 
superfluous and the real goal is to 
understand what consumers are trying to 
achieve. “I don’t think you can truly block 
every single Australian consumer into a 
particular subsector,” he says, and clean 
energy technology providers don’t have the 
resources to visit every household and ask 
them the question. “At the end of the day 
they don’t know what they don’t know.” 

The right approach, he says, is to educate 
homeowners about their consumption and 
communicate the money-saving benefits of a 

home energy system. “Quite regularly  
we will talk to customers about the 
implementation of monitoring before we  
put any hardware on.”

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT?
At Ergon, the needs of customers are as 
varied as the enormous terrain the network 
covers. The utility surveys its customers 
annually about their requirements but 
Richardson also cites the Solar Cities trial 
on Magnetic Island as a valuable lesson. 
“We had customers who want to know how 
the technology works — they want to pull 
the voltage and current wave forms out of 
their meters — right down to people who 
say, ‘I really don’t care.’” 

Within the majority who are fairly 
uninterested some are happy to change their 
lifestyle to meet energy consumption, 
including retirees. “Their driver is cost,” he 
says. “All they want to do is maximise the 
feed-in tariff and minimise their import.” 
These are the energy-conscious consumers 

who will do all their cooking during the day 
and shift other use to night. 

“We’re seeing a changing peak load in 
some of our areas due to that interaction.” 
Others want to see how far they can push 
down reliance on the grid, with the view of 
one day going off-grid — which he admits is 
a concern for Ergon. “We may be the poles 
and wires, nothing else, but we’ll still be 
part of that market.”

WEIGHING THE COST
Redback’s Livingstone says for customers 
the money is a big part of committing to 
clean energy. “You want to have something 
that is sexy and cool as well, but I think the 
money is really the big part,” he says.

If systems can be installed with a return 
of investment around five years, as 
happened in 2012, “you hit a groundswell of 
interest,” Livingstone says. “It’s not because 
solar isn’t cool at a seven-year ROI or a 10-
year ROI, it’s because solar starts to work for 
somebody’s hip pocket.” 

“You want to have something 
that is sexy and cool as well,  
but I think the money is really 
the big part. It’s not because 
solar isn’t cool at a seven-year 
ROI or a 10-year ROI, it’s because 
solar starts to work for 
somebody’s hip pocket.”

DAY 2 | ALL-ENERGY PANEL

The panel admitted it’s not easy  
getting the message about smart  
energy solutions across to most consumers.
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It’s been a cracking year for solar installers 
as homeowners take matters into their 
own hands and invest in rooftop PV 

systems as a protest against steeply rising 
electricity costs. Those who can afford it are 
committing to batteries to shift some of that 
free daytime energy to use in the evening, 
when peak tariffs kick in.

“We’ve had the best start to the year of any 
year ever,” says SunWiz managing director 
Warwick Johnston. “August was one of the 
best months ever [with 98MW registered]. 
We’re really hitting some record strides.”

There’s just one snag. 
The spot price of Small-scale Technology 

Certificates (STCs) — steady until mid-May 
at $40 — dropped in July to $28. 

Any installers who had been banking on 
selling all those STCs they’d been working 
so hard to accumulate got a rude shock, as 
the price started to drop away from its 
usually-predictable $40 level around mid-
May to hit $37 in June. That’s not so bad, but 
July was savage. The market dropped to the 

TFS Green Australia senior broker 
environmental markets Marco Stella. “The 
reason prices have gone down is that the 
[2017] target was set too low by a decent 
stretch and supply — installs — have spiked, 
so it’s a double whammy,” he says.

Stella says it became more obvious the 
market was looking at a surplus for 2017 
when installers were busy throughout 
winter on new systems when it’s usually a 
time that orders drop off. “Generally you see 
a reduction in the number of systems being 
installed and therefore certificates being 
created through winter, but we’ve seen the 
opposite this year,” he says.

WELL OVER EXPECTATIONS
Green Energy Markets data released 
September 14 shows the weekly submissions 
of STCs for June, July and August averaged 
about 425,000. The weekly average for the 
calendar year to date was 391,000. But a 
weekly average of only 245,700 is required 
to hit the target for the year.

high $20s before levelling out around $30.50 
by early September and recovering some 
ground by late October.

Suddenly a low-risk component in 
installers’ revenue forecasts was worth  
a whole lot less.

SIDESWIPED
SolaX Power chief engineer technical 
support Edwin Cotter says many installers 
are feeling the effects of the STC price 
changes, but to varying degrees. The larger 
more established companies that are well 
managed are dealing with the changes, he 
says, whereas those that operate on very 
small margins are struggling.

“Installation companies that deal in 
quality of installation and equipment are not 
affected so much,” Cotter says. “But 
companies that offer bargain systems are 
struggling to keep their price low enough to 
appeal to the bargain hunters.”

Many in the market had spotted an 
oversupply of STCs in 2017 early on, says 

STC price drop gouges  
solar installers’ profits
Volatility in the Small-scale Technology Certificates market has caught many  
installers out, but not all. Is there further to fall?
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In order to absorb this surplus, Stella says 
the STC target for 2018 is going to have to be 
increased to more than double the 2017 target.

“There were some pretty clear signs that 
started to pop up, especially once the [2017] 
target was announced,” he says. “Some 
people noticed that, but a lot of people 
didn’t. It took them a long time to work that 
out. They only started paying attention after 
the market had tumbled in June.”

It doesn’t bode well for prices for the 
remainder of the year. 

“The expectations of oversupply at this 
stage look like being understated,” he says. 
“It looks as though surpluses are going to be 
larger than once thought.”

Installers can hold on to certificates as 
long as they like, if they expect prices to 
recover, and some of Stella’s clients are 
doing that in the hope that things will get 
better, he says. But a lot of companies may 
need the cash and be forced to sell their 
STCs at a discount to expectations.

Forward rate agreements can be used to 
hedge against loss, where a fixed quantity of 
STCs is traded at a fixed price on a fixed 
date, as far away as two years. A whole lot of 
volume is traded in the “forwards” market, 
Stella says, but it is not without its risks. “On 
that day you have to deliver; it doesn’t 
matter if the price is higher or lower.”

An options market also exists for STCs, 
but minimum parcel sizes rule it out as 
being suitable for most installation 
companies.

HISTORY REPEATS
Many installers who saw the $40 STC price 
as written in stone were caught out, although 

Johnston says he hasn’t seen the price drop 
flow through to system registrations yet. The 
problem is the drop in prices may have wiped 
out profits taken in the first six months of the 
year. “But sales are still strong, from what we 
can see,” he says.

“I guess people were so caught up with 
trying to keep pace with all the sales that 
many forgot to check that market. The 
information was there that STCs were  
over-supplied, and if you’d have taken to 
time to look at it you’d have realised a price 
drop was coming.”

He says many of the players who had been 
in the industry six years or longer had 

hedged their positions using STC futures. 
“They remembered the pain people had 
experienced previously. But many 
companies weren’t [hedged], particularly 
the newer ones or those who were too busy 
to look up the latest prices.”

Installers who can cast their minds back 
beyond 2015 will remember bouts of wild 
volatility, where prices slumped to the low 
$30s at the start of 2013 before maintaining 
relative stability in a range between $36 and 
$40 until mid-2015.

Two years of calm followed, until May 
this year. The drop in July was sharper  
than any before it.

MAYBE NEXT YEAR
Who can installers blame? Each year the 
Clean Energy Regulator sets demand for 
STCs based on a forecast of solar uptake and 
in recent years there has been less solar 
uptake than forecast, so the STC has 
reached the $40 capped price of the clearing 
house. “When it gets it wrong in the other 
direction you see the STC price falls,” 
Johnston says. “It’s a semi-rational market.”

Next year the regulator will forecast 
installations and count how many certificates 
are left over from this year, then set a level of 
supply. “If they get the forecasts right you’d 
expect by the end of the year the STC price 

will get back to $40; if they’re short again 
then it won’t get that high.”

The price of the STC flows through to the 
price consumers pay, so systems should become 
relatively more expensive as prices fall. 

It’s just a matter of what a contract says 
— and whether the installer is brave enough 
to go back to the customer and say, sorry, 
you’re going to have to pay more (and 
tolerate any effects against their reputation). 

Are there expectations of any more 
volatility in the STC price?

“I would expect that the STC price can 
fall further, and it will,” Johnston says.  
“In my mind it has further to fall.” 

“The reason prices have gone down is that  
the 2017 target was set too low by a decent 
stretch and supply — installs — have spiked,  
so it’s a double whammy.”
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SOLAR

From out of the clouds comes money, if 
you’re an airport, and energy, if you’re 
a solar panel. Owners of air terminals 

who put one with the other are on to a good 
thing. Adelaide Airport’s 1.17MW system 
and Darwin Airport’s 4MW conversion are 
testament to that.

Brisbane Airport Corporation had been 
toying with the idea of sourcing some of its 
electricity from solar generation for three 
years but the cost of panels and the 
predicted output conspired to make it 
commercially unviable. Over time, those 
constraints relaxed. Panels became cheaper 
and ever more efficient, and – the last piece 
in the puzzle – electricity costs shot up.

“A combination of all three made it 
viable,” says Brisbane Airport Corporation 
general manager assets Krishan Tangri.

The Queensland capital’s airport has a 
sister relationship with Amsterdam’s 
Schiphol Airport, which lent some 
intelligence in developing a strategy and to 
confirm assumptions made by Tangri’s 
team. Renewable energy projects at 
Adelaide and Darwin airports were also 
analysed for tips on how to get it right. 

“We knew that it was possible to do it in 
Australia, the question was: What price?” he 
says, quickly reminding EcoGeneration that 
a solar upgrade would also fit the airport’s 
strategy to pursue any improvements that 
cut emissions. “Using renewable resources 
is part of that environmental strategy,” he 
says, where the community is satisfied by a 

Design and construction company Epho 
won the tender and total cost is around $11 
million, Tangri says, with electricity bill 
savings estimated at $1 million a year. 

No grants or subsidies were relied on, 
other than Large-scale Generation 
Certificates. The team tested the project’s 
net present value without the benefit of 
LGCs out to 2030 and found it was still 
viable. “There is no certainty LGCs will stay 
on until 2030 so we wanted to see whether it 
would still stack up, and it did.”

Tangri says about 18% of the airport’s 
electricity will be supplied from the solar 
PV system and about 6% of Brisbane Airport 
Corporation’s overall load, where the 
corporation’s use includes an embedded 
system that supplies tenants.

It’s a risk to rely too much on intermittent 
generation at an infrastructure site where 
humans are held aloft in speeding aircraft. 
“We have critical infrastructure,” he says. 
“We have to look at the optimum mix of 
renewables and non-renewables.” Other 
considerations were voltage fluctuations 
and glare that may affect navigation.

The 6MW target is defined by a cap 
imposed by the airport’s electricity 
provider, and Tangri says negotiations may 
transpire around increasing the size of the 
ground-mounted stage to lift the total 
output to 10MW. The contract ends in 2019, 
and by then everyone knows solar 
technology will be even cheaper. Epho will 
use Trina panels and ABB inverters. 

reduction in the carbon footprint and 
shareholders are satisfied by cuts to 
operating cost and an increase in profit.

Brisbane Airport operates all hours but 
Tangri describes the load profile as a typical 
bell curve, peaking around midday. Usage 
peaks in the summer as air-conditioning 
units slave to keep the travellers and 
workers comfortable. Over the past few 
years a drive to find efficiencies has seen 
electricity use cut by about 8GWh a year 
aggregated across about 40 projects, he says. 
During this time about $200 million a year 
was spent on expansion over five years. It 
ended up being a perfect match of give and 
take, where efficiencies offset emissions. 

“In spite of all [the spend on expansion], 
the carbon footprint hasn’t increased,” he 
says. “Through the efficiencies initiative we 
have been able to achieve carbon-neutral 
growth of the airport over five years.”

Over the past 10 years passenger traffic 
has risen from 17.4 million to 22.9 million.

ROOM FOR GROWTH
The airport’s new solar system will be 
spread over six sites: five roof-mounted, 
with a total of 5MW, and one ground-
mounted, about 1MW. The biggest stage, a 
1.9MW array atop the international 
terminal, may be the largest roof-mounted 
system in the Southern Hemisphere.

Construction is about to begin, as soon as 
negotiations are concluded with South-East 
Queensland distribution network Energex. 

The Queensland capital’s airport has started the shift to solar energy after a drop in cost  
and increase in efficiency of panels triggered an investment decision.

Brisbane Airport’s  
solar epiphany
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TECHNOLOGY

One solution  
to a trillion problems
There’s one problem about the transition to an energy system that optimises  
screeds of data — it will cost too much to process. A winner at this year’s  
Australian Technology Competition has a solution.

Data is the light that can lead energy 
consumers to a higher level of 
independence, but it’s hard to access 

and expensive to handle in large volumes. 
Australian company Future Grid says it has 
a solution and the judges at the Australian 
Technology Competition agree, having 
awarded it this year’s New Energy trophy.

The company has created software that 
allows very large volumes of data points to 
be converted into what CEO Chris Law calls 
“high-quality decisions or insights”. 

Law is based in Melbourne, where he has 
seen distributors turn the mass deployment 
of smart meters into “grid sensors” that are 
generating large amounts of data. “The 
challenge is converting that data into 
something useful that will help manage the 
reliability of the grid,” he says. For energy 
utilities the service can help them control 
and better manage distribution.

United Energy and AusNet Services are 
signed up and between them are turning out 
around 10 billion energy data points a day. 

The Future Grid philosophy is pretty 
simple: If energy data is shared, value and 
innovation will bloom in the market. “It’s to 
really help drive new ways of managing or 
reducing the cost of energy to consumers.”

A “data hub” described by Law will be a 
powerful resource for anyone interested in 
helping the wider community face down the 
challenges of volatile and high energy 
prices. Once customers have access to data 
currently locked away by utilities they can 
see where innovation can whittle away 
costs. “Our vision is how we can improve 
the community with better, more innovative 
products that help them manage energy.” 

Instead of inventing a “magic app”, 
however, Future Grid feels there’s more 
mileage in helping consumers find solutions 
so they can solve problems themselves. 
“There are a lot of smart people out there,” 

bigger, “data becomes the problem; it starts 
to get cost-prohibitive”.

Peer-to-peer trials that include a handful 
of participants will get stuck when it’s time 
to scale up, he reckons. “The bottleneck 
becomes, how do I make decisions really 
quickly and how do I do that without having 
to spend $1 million a month on cloud costs.”

Meters can be inaccurate, he says, but 
Future Grid can police data and “keep the 
bastards honest”, to borrow from an old 
political slogan Law is fond of. 

Of course, the best deal today may not be 
the best deal tomorrow. Flipping between 
retailers can be a chore, so wouldn’t it be 
great if a system could search for the best 
offer continuously and flip between retailers 
without you even knowing? “That’s a bit of a 
utopian vision but that’s exactly what I had 
in mind!” says Law. “It’s not possible right 
now, but it is possible.” 

Law says. “Making it available to the public 
will drive innovation for the future.”

Commercial and industrial users of 
energy often don’t know if they’re getting 
good value and it’s not easy to compare 
offers. Future Grid wants to demystify the 
process, where a user can see the best deal 
based on their current usage. “Our first view 
is around recommending the right tariffs, so 
you can maximise savings. It’s surprisingly 
valuable to a lot of customers because 
no-one really knows and therefore it doesn’t 
really change.”

Usage changes all the time and Future 
Grid is relying on a partnership with 
Sydney-based company Wattwatchers 
(winner of last year’s Australian Technology 
Competition prize for New Energy) for the 
data fed from its powerboard-mounted 
wireless monitoring hardware. 

Law says Future Grid can make all sorts 
of sense of the data that streams off a 
monitoring system via its proprietary 
algorithms and with a little help from 
machine learning. The company has 
developed a protocol that minimises 
computer processing effort by 90%, he says.

Law suspects new businesses that offer 
smart systems will find the cost of managing 
data becomes a problem as clean energy 
goes mainstream. Once such ventures get 

Future Grid CEO Chris Law, centre, with colleagues 
David Ryan (left) and Quenton Pongracz.
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SOLAR-POWERED VEHICLES

As the cost of solar PV keeps dropping 
and piles more panels are fixed to 
Australian rooftops, it’s nice to be 

reminded the technology also powers a 
famous and arduous car race.

Dutch ingenuity came to the fore in the 
2017 Bridgestone World Solar Challenge 
when the Netherland’s Nuon Solar Team 
Challenger Class vehicle won the gruelling 
3,022km desert race.

Beginning in Darwin on Sunday October 
8 and travelling south on the Northern 
Territory’s Stuart Highway to reach 
Adelaide in South Australia by the following 
Saturday, Team Nuon’s Nuna9 crossed the 
finish line two days early and nearly two 
hours ahead of the University of Michigan’s 
Novum in second place.

It was the seventh win for the Dutch, no 
mean feat, even for a team with a wealth of 
experience on its side. But it’s not an easy 
road for first-time challengers, who need 
more than just enthusiasm to get to the 
start line.

German Team Sonnenwagen had to build 
a car from scratch and it took two years of 
planning and lobbying to encourage a raft of 
sponsors to come along for the ride.

The team managed to recruit 40 

polycarbonates in the production of wind 
turbine blades in China and is using carbon 
dioxide instead of oil in the production of 
polyurethane foam. The company says up to 
25% of oil currently used in making foam for 
mattresses can be replaced with carbon 
dioxide.

Huawei provided six-figure financial 
support and made available communications 
equipment, which kept the support team 
and its mobile monitoring system in 
constant contact with Sonnenwagen on the 
3,022km journey, travelling front and rear in 
vehicles provided by Porsche.

Porsche gave the Sonnenwagen team 
access to its Weissach Development Centre, 
its Motorsport Centre Flacht to research 
aerodynamics, electrical circuitry, airfreight 
logistics and team management, and took 
them to the FIA World Championship Spa in 
Belgium to study weather monitoring and 
racing strategy.

What the 45-strong team of engineering 
students from Germany’s RWTH Aachen 
University in association with Aachen 
University of Applied Sciences lacked in 
experience they made up for in enthusiasm. 
All aged in their mid-20s, with most in their 
last year of completing electrical, 

corporate sponsors, including German 
polymer and polycarbonate manufacturer 
Covestro, prestige car brand Porsche, 
vehicle paint surface specialist PPG and 
Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei.

For Covestro the race was an opportunity 
to use the Sonnenwagen as a “mobile 
laboratory” for its new polyurethane curing 
agent Desmodur, which is 70% made from 
biomass material, including corn starch 
derived from maize.

Covestro is no stranger to backing 
technological adventurers. In 2016 it 
supported the Solar Impulse on its 
40,000km flight around the world without 
burning a drop of fossil fuel.

Solar Impulse, powered by 17,000 solar cells 
on a wingspan equivalent to that of a jumbo 
jet, was the brainchild of Swiss adventurers 
Bertrand Piccard and Andre Borschberg. A 
spectacular demonstration of permaculture 
thinking and clean technologies, the high-
altitude flight required special insulation 
developed by Covestro.

A spin-off from German industrial giant 
Bayer, Covestro focuses on developing 
polymers and polycarbonates and new 
technologies that reduce the use of fossil 
fuels. It is involved in the development of 

Race  
to the bottom
It’s a long way from Darwin to Adelaide but the blistering 
sun provides perfect conditions for a solar car race. 
Vincent Ross reports from the 2017 Bridgestone 
World Solar Challenge.
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SOLAR-POWERED VEHICLES

aerodynamic or mechanical engineering 
degrees, these are the world’s new 
generation of sun worshippers. 

But unlike the Aztecs, the sacrifice of 
Team Sonnenwagen was their own blood, 
sweat and tears.

“We knew we would have difficulties 
competing with teams who have been in 
the solar challenge for 15 years and have 
very large sponsor networks,” said Team 
Sonnenwagen vice-chairman Niklas Kaltz. 
“This is the challenge of a lifetime. Solar 
power and sustainable mobility are key 
technologies for the future. This is our 
small contribution to improving our world. 
It has helped us put our acquired 
knowledge into practice.”

For Niklas, e-mobility – the development 
of electric-powered drivetrains to shift 
vehicle design away from the use of fossil 
fuels – is a passion.

“In Germany and Europe and in Asian 
cities, e-mobility will be key in reducing 
emissions and making cities cleaner,” he 
said. “E-mobility is the first requirement for 
solar mobility.”

Getting the Sonnenwagen (“sun wagon”) 
to the start line took two years’ of lobbying 
for sponsorship, planning, testing and 
building, before the team even faced the 
humidity, heat, changeable weather and 
gritty winds of the long desert crossing. 

On race morning in Darwin’s State Square, 
team chairman Hendrik Lobberding was 
quietly confident. It was 7am and the rest of 
the team were having breakfast. The race 
would start for Sonnenwagen at 8.40am.

“We have run our weather and strategy 
simulations to determine initial speed. We 
are ready to go,” he said. “Our aim is to be 
the best newcomer.”

Sonnenwagen performed well in the 
prelude to the race, reaching 122km/h and 
clocking 2 minutes 15.9 seconds at an 
average speed of 76km/h in time trials at 
Darwin’s Hidden Valley race track. 

Coming fifth in the trials, it was an 
excellent result for the first-time racers and 
close on the heels of solar challenge 
veterans Nuon Solar Team in fourth place, 
whose Nuna9 lapped at 2 minutes 14.1 
seconds at an average speed of 77km/h.

The drivers had clocked Sonnenwagen  
at 130km/h and the young engineers  
knew it could go faster, but this race wasn’t 
about speed — it was about ingenuity and 
endurance. Travelling at between 60km/h 

and 70km/h, the four drivers took four-hour 
shifts behind the wheel in a tiny, hot  
cabin with no air-conditioning, two litres  
of water each. 

They had harnessed the sun but it also 
was their enemy. 

“The Sonnenwagen has a vent that lets 
fresh air into the cab,” said mechanical 
engineer and driver Marc Locke. “If you 
drive faster the temperature is quite OK, but 
if it’s really cloudy and you slow down, it 
gets really, really hot.”

Road noise was a major issue, with the 
endless hours of humming wheels on hot 
bitumen reverberating beneath 
Sonnenwagen’s sleek shell.

The team built the Sonnenwagen from 
scratch and only in the final months leading 
up to the race completed the critical power 
plant, a 1.4kW gearless wheel-hub electric 
motor, the product of designers Marc Locke 
and electrical engineer Enno Dulberg. The 
motor weighs 11kg and the battery that stores 
the electricity to power it weighs 20kg.

The motor is 98% efficient in turning 
solar-generated electricity into traction. 
With the battery fully charged, 
Sonnenwagen has a range of 300km.

As it took shape, Sonnenwagen became a 
thing of sleek beauty, more than fitting to 
wear the badge of Porsche. 

At 4.3m long, weighing 216kg, with a  
260-cell solar panel covering four square 
metres providing a peak output of 920 watts, 
Sonnenwagen has a maximum speed of 
140km/h, an average speed of 70km/h and 
consumes 1.8kWh/100km.

Of the 38 teams that fronted the starting 

line in Darwin 21 had been downgraded 
from the competitive Challenger Class to 
Adventure Class by the time they reached 
the finish line in Adelaide due to technical 
problems or failure to make check points, 
with Sonnenwagen ninth out of a field of  
23 vehicles.

“We had a lot of trouble with the weather 
from day two to day four,” said team-
member Niklas Kaltz. “We had cloud cover 
and some quite heavy rain.”

On day five, with nine tenths of the 
journey behind them, Team Sonnenwagen 
missed the check point at Coober Pedy, 
194km north of Adelaide, by 10 minutes.

“That placed us in the non-competitive 
Adventurer Class, but we still finished,”  
said Niklas. 

“I think the journey changed our lives, it 
built character. Everybody really developed. 
It’s definitely made us better engineers.” 

onejourneyman@gmail.com

Above right: The Sonnenwagen team cut loose in 
Adelaide after spending a week on the road.
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SYSTEM OPTIMISATION

Energy systems  
face a REALM  
of possibilities
Researchers at the Institute of Sustainable Futures are 
working on a model that may illustrate smart solutions to 
industrial energy use that will also benefit networks.

Industry is suffering under the yoke of 
crippling energy costs. As these rising 
expenses are passed on to consumers, the 

economy suffers. But the rule-makers in 
Canberra are confused about how to 
influence electricity prices and set the 
economy on an upwards path. Instead, they 
are caught up in a war of ideology about the 
real cost of polluting energy sources.

Who can set the Australian economy on a 
path where it isn’t hostage to energy prices?

Some businesses with the luxury of 
roofspace have installed solar PV systems 

Alexander, research principal at the 
Institute of Sustainable Futures at the 
University of Technology Sydney.

New technology can match business 
energy demand with renewable generation, 
Alexander says, but it’s a problem that can’t 
be solved overnight. Every business uses 
energy in different ways, and not all 
managers are thinking about the best 
methods to cut energy use and where to 
source clean electricity. They have other 
things to do. The “energy trifecta” of 
reducing emissions while maintaining 
system reliability and energy affordability 
starts to look conflicted, she says, but there 
is a way it can be met using renewable 
energy and load management, or “REALM”.

“REALM is the way we can achieve this 
energy trifecta,” she says, where onsite 
systems combine renewable energy, demand 
management, energy efficiency, storage “and 
smarts” to integrate and optimise them all.

The objective is to limit purchasing from 
the grid by maximising usage from onsite 
generation and reducing the size of a storage 
system so it can provide the same benefit but 
at least cost. The Institute of Sustainable 
Futures is about to commence a project 
looking at REALM systems with a sample of 
five businesses that operate in three sectors. 

NETWORK BENEFITS
As the energy market becomes more 
sophisticated there is also the chance to 
access other revenue streams from network 
support services and demand response. 
“These businesses can install systems that 
improve their bottom line but that also 
benefit the network,” Alexander says.

A primary concern for networks is the 
ramping effect that has resulted in regions 
with high uptake of solar, where daytime 
demand from the grid has dropped year 
after year but evening peak has gradually 
risen so that load levels rise to the evening 
peak at a steep gradient.

Afternoon ramping is bad. “The heavy 
ramp rate can cause system reliability issues,” 
Alexander says. A REALM system can 
address this issue by optimising use on site.

So every business should be working out 
how to optimise its energy use and onsite 
generation, but they’re not. Why? 
“Businesses are not thinking about their 
energy system as a system,” she says. “They 
are not thinking about integrated and 
optimised systems and the benefits of that.” 
The secret is to start with low-hanging fruit. 
Energy efficiency comes first, then 
managers should think about solar, then 

to generate electricity so they don’t have to 
buy so much of it from the grid. It is a good 
start towards solving the problem, but it 
really is just scratching the surface. If 
industry is serious about reducing its 
impact on the environment and driving 
down costs then energy solutions need to 
be found that cleverly optimise demand 
with solar PV and potentially battery 
storage and thermal storage.

“There is a huge opportunity with 
businesses driving the next wave of our 
energy transformation,” says Dani 
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SYSTEM OPTIMISATION

consider whether storage is affordable. 
With all the noise about rising electricity 

prices and the fate of coal-fired generation 
in Australia, you’d expect many business 
owners to already have energy solutions in 
place, but there are scant few demonstrated 
cases of what could be described as REALM 
systems. And because it’s not yet possible to 
quantify value in frequency control 
ancillary services (FCAS) and demand 
response, true REALM systems are still 
conceptual and need demonstration.

The institute is working with five 
industry partners in three sectors and has 
visited sites to look at energy use, load 
characteristics, tariff mechanisms and 
installed solar PV renewable generation, if 
there is any. Once they’ve worked out the 
constraints around energy consumption, it’s 
time to zero in on what’s flexible. And that’s 
when it gets interesting.

“Given those flexible loads, how can we 
leverage them? What are the technologies 
we can bring in and what are the 
technologies that exist already?”

The trick is to optimise flexible loads and 
come up with a strategy for each site that 
will deliver the best outcome for that 
business. If all goes well, solutions can be 
adapted for wider use. “It will be unique to 
each business but we will be aggregating the 
findings in a way we can share with the 
broader business community.”

TAILOR’S TAPE
Load profiles in industry vary drastically, 
and the researchers don’t expect to find a 
one-size-fits-all solution. Different sites 
within a business can have wildly different 
loads and other factors such as climate, the 
solar resource, ability to extract the solar 
resource, roof space and the ability to install 
other storage measures (such as heat pumps 
and chillers to electrify certain loads) allow 
for much complexity. “What we’re trying to 
prove is that there are a lot of uncapped 
gains by considering the system as a whole 
compared with just looking at static 
demand,” Alexander says.

The program will be a success if it shows 
the benefits will make renewable energy 
more attractive to more businesses and 
more reliable for the network.

Some of the five companies have 
renewable energy targets and some have 
sustainability targets or emissions 
reductions targets. All of the businesses had 
decided to install solar or have it already. 
“They want to see how they can better 
utilise [solar] and what value they can 

extract,” she says.  “We’re not proposing 
there will be a model system that every 
business can install but it will hopefully be a 
model approach they can take.”

You can look at a site and simulate the 
optimal system which hopefully will be 
taken up by the sector. It will be 
“the next level of 
integration and 
optimisation”, a step up 
from getting an energy 
audit or checking the payback on a solar 
system based on historical demand.

The FCAS market is not easily 
accessible, she admits, and third-party 
aggregators may be relied on to step in 
and provide those services to several 
businesses, if system owners have the 
inverter technology that can provide it. 
There is also the risk that solutions 
proposed today will be rendered suboptimal 
if tariff structures change tomorrow. “But 
that’s not a bad thing,” Alexander says. 
“What we’re trying to show here is how that 
could happen in the most productive way. 
What are the things that are valuable and 
how can you monetise them in a way that 
will drive businesses and most importantly 
the market to deliver services at the lowest 
possible cost.”

WE’RE ENGAGED
The ISF team is expecting to find that the 
existing tariff structures are not all valued 
appropriately, and that services are not 
provided even though they could be easily 
accessed by networks if their appropriate 
value was provided. The institute’s 
Networks Renewed project found this in the 
residential market, she says.

The goal is to find where are the values 
that aren’t being monetised, what is their 
worth and how should they influence  
tariff structures.

All five partners are “really engaged” in 
the project, Alexander says. Having 

said that, there is 
plenty of 

opportunity for 
them to optimise 

their energy use. “It’s probably an 
historical thing, in that it hasn’t been 
given much focus up until now.” The 

partners have implemented the basic 
energy efficiency measures, but there 

is still a lot that can be done.
One of the five businesses operates at 

the fringe of the grid but going off-grid is 
not a focus of the project, Alexander says, 
although the team isn’t closing the door  
on the idea.

The researchers are in the scoping stage 
and building a model that will deliver an 
optimised system to deliver the lowest cost 
of energy for each business. When ARENA-
funded feasibility work is complete the 
numbers around savings will be released. 

“Knowledge-sharing is such a major  
part of all ARENA-funded projects,” 
Alexander says.

All the findings will be generalised in a 
full report and the hope is that business 
owners will be driven to action when they 
see what’s possible. “The real knowledge 
will be developed when we are able to 
implement the pilot so that we’ll have real-
life evidence it makes sense.”

The participants are committed to being 
part of the knowledge generation process, 
“which is often a real challenge.” 

CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR ‘DUCK CURVE’
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RENEWABLES

The electricity market is stuffed “from 
the top down”. Consumers are being 
misled by offers where the headline 

price is inflated artificially, the prime 
minister is pandering to a backbench bent 
on dirty power and asking retailers to write 
to millions of people who have never 
bothered changing their energy plans and 
probably never will and wholesale prices 
have risen in a market of declining demand.

Everything’s upside-down, says Energy 
Locals founder and CEO Adrian Merrick.

Where can we turn for help? It’s just too 
hard to know. Regulators should be leading 
the way but some of them will find 
themselves becoming irrelevant as the 
market outpaces the rate they can keep up 
with change. “That’s not the way it should 
be,” Merrick says. “Regulators should be at 
the forefront of finding new ways for new 
technologies and business models to be able 
to be easily embraced by consumers.”

The longer regulators prevaricate the 
more consumers will become frustrated and 
levels of grid-defection will increase. “Why 
would you want the umbilical cord to 
remain connected when you’ve started 
growing up on your own?” he says, before 
dropping the suggestion that now’s the time 
to launch a business designing energy 
systems for consumers who want to go off-
grid in protest.

Things only look more fishy as the ACCC 
is asked to investigate whether incumbents 
have been manipulating the markets to 
create a bit of profitable pricing volatility.

The federal government is utterly 
confused about the energy problem and 
somehow held hostage by former prime 
minister Tony Abbott, who reckons climate 
change is kind of good. In the meantime, the 
states are left to do it themselves.

“If you were to look at this from a 
distance, at all of this shambles, you’d ask: 
Who is going to get a grip on this? At this 
point of time I can’t see that anyone is.”

HANDS OFF MY COAL!
Energy companies are protecting aging 
assets that are generating incredibly good 
returns, politicians are unsure how to rule 
on long-term changes to a system they 
struggle to understand and states appear 
eager to create political battles. Victoria is 
looking at a form of price reregulation, 
South Australia is tearing ahead with 
investment, NSW is dragging its feet and 
Queensland is doing a deal directly with a 
retailer. All the while customers are posted 
onerous bills with little hope of relief.

Everything’s upside-down and inside-out,  
says Energy Locals founder and CEO  

Adrian Merrick, but there is a way ahead  
for energy users if they understand the  

value of renewables. 

How to fix  
a 

energy market
‘stuffed’  
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OK, so 1.7 million householders have been 
moved to take matters into their own hands 
and install solar, with their fingers crossed 
that they pay the right price for something 
that works properly and that the install 
company will be around if anything goes 
wrong down the track. But is that really a 
good idea? As a retailer, Merrick has a grasp 
of the different levels of consumer 
sophistication — some are very engaged, he 
says, but not the majority. To make matters 
worse, all energy users are effectively 
price-takers.

“There is not a single customer out there 
with any idea if they’re in Victoria on 
January 1 what they’ll be paying for energy 
or on July 1 in the other states what they’ll 
be paying. They have no idea. Not a single 
one of them,” he says. “On June 30 some 
retailer will write to them and say, ‘Oh, by 
the way, here’s your price that starts 
tomorrow. Good luck with that.’”

The thought of retailers charging a margin 
on every variable unit when the incremental 
effort to provide that unit is zero just does 
not make sense, says Merrick, speaking to 
EcoGeneration at the All-Energy conference 
in Melbourne in October. “The fixed-fee 
model is more appropriate for the future.”

Early adopters of solar feel pretty good 
that they made an investment at a smart 
time, he says, and now they are focusing on 
the data their systems generate to understand 
and manage usage. “They’re really highly 
engaged because they paid a lot more for 
those systems than people will today.”

DON’T STEP ON ME
Inquiries about solar these days are coming 
from consumers who “simply want control 
over something they feel they’re being 
gouged for”, he says. Some of these later 
adopters have heard stories about ropey 
installers, but they’re finally being driven to 
action by bills that seem frankly punitive. 
Payback periods look shorter as energy 
prices trend higher, and there is plenty of 
pressure on installers to do their bit to 
uphold the standards of an entire industry 
and deliver suitable, well-designed systems. 
That may work out at household level but 
the industry is moving fast towards finding 
ways to match aggregate supply with 
aggregate demand.

“If everyone individually maximises their 
own solar and storage for peak demand, 
then there is a lot of wasted resource out 
there,” he says. “The only way you can 
effectively make the most of those resources 
is if there is a reasonable way to share them, 

and share the capacity of the batteries and 
output of the solar systems … with people 
who need energy at that point in time.”

But the sharing economy won’t work if 
the market rules keep changing.

Merrick says Energy Locals is working 
with SunTenants on a solar service that 
enables renters to benefit from cheaper PV 
power. Systems will be owned by investors 
and resident consumers will only pay for the 
energy they use. 

Energy Locals is planning to take this 
model further, too, with a solar offering that 
will be investor-owned regardless of 
whether someone is a renter or owner, and 
in a way removes risk for customers using 
the system. “The customer is guaranteed to 
save money on every unit of energy they use 
from the grid,” he says, without being locked 
in to a minimum purchase commitment and 
using a model that removes many of the 
variables system buyers and designers can 
sometimes fuss over.

BUDGET SQUEEZE
In an economy where discretionary income 
consists of a $10 note folded into the back of 
a wallet in many households, steeply rising 
energy bills are hurting Australians — and 
they are angry. The media is trying to keep 
them informed, but the energy market is 
sullied by politics and ideology.

It would be nice if the problem just went 
away and electricity became boring again.

“Our job is to make [electricity] less 
interesting for most customers,” Merrick 
says. “At the moment it’s interesting for all 
the wrong reasons.”

It’s a confusing landscape for consumers. 
All the retailers are pushing their green 
credentials, regardless of their generation 
portfolios, and some young retailers who 
have pitched themselves as offering simple 
plans and cheap power are marketing deals 
that include high subscription fees that 
favour users with high consumption. 
Retailers who have reaped terrific profits by 
targeting high-value customers should be 
worried that those very customers are the 
ones with the means to install their own 
generation, with rooftop PV. The 
incumbents face a serious dilemma.

Merrick’s spent time at the big end of 
town as group executive manager of retail at 
EnergyAustralia and with E.ON in the UK, 
where customer retention is a science. Out 
on his own with Energy Locals he can now 
admit to “never being a fan of big 
corporates”, with their many levels of 
management and cunning fine print. 

“Energy companies are probably some of the 
worst corporates, or have been over the 
years,” he says. “The challenge for the big 
companies is you’re defending something 
that is quite hard to defend.”

CALL UP
Everyone in the renewable energy industry 
is, or should be, obsessed with efficiency. For 
Merrick, it’s a doctrine that was instilled 
during his time with the Royal Air Force. 
“There’s always been a lot of intolerance in 
the military for things that just don’t help 
you get on with the job,” he says. “You 
should all be pulling in the same direction, 
but that doesn’t always happen in big 
companies. I hear it all the time and it’s 
certainly happened to me in the past.”

In the armed forces, the best solution is a 
“magnanimous victory” where only the bad 
guys are disarmed (or worse). But nothing 
ever goes as planned. Merrick saw it during 
a stretch with an intelligence cell within an 
air force base in Turkey, where aerial 
reconnaissance photos were scrutinised 
intensely during the process of identifying 
targets. “There is a lot of damage if you get 
that wrong, and they do get it wrong. But 
you’ve got to try your damnedest while still 
getting the job done,” he says.

As Energy Locals inches ahead in the 
market Merrick is reminded of the buzz of 
the military, where on some days you’re 
given a task that seems frankly impossible.

“In the military you have to get the job 
done, and if a bit of kit isn’t working you still 
have to get the job done. I enjoy that.” 

Above: Adrian Merrick has worked for the energy 
giants but prefers to get closer to the action.
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SHINING ACHIEVEMENTS

EcoGeneration looks back at the best projects of the year as energy users turn to solar  
to tame costs and harness the power of the sun.

SOLAR AWARDS 2017

CLEAN ENERGY COUNCIL SOLAR DESIGN AND INSTALLATION AWARDS 2017

Thanks to the judges, Australian Centre for Advanced Photovoltaics chief operating officer Dr Richard Corkish and Envirotecture director Dick Clarke.
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The design brief was a very open call 
for a “sustainable energy solution” 
using on- or off-site generation that 

would meet the university’s climate change 
targets. Autonomous Energy looked at on-
site renewable generation including rooftops 
and the parking area and decided the main 
car park and two main buildings were the 
best way to go, despite the higher costs of 
car park mounting frames.

Benefits of building solar generation on 
the site included a medium voltage (11kV) 
connection to the main switchboard, which 
could then feed to anywhere in the campus 
without pushing back through old 
transformers. Building a system over the car 
park also avoided structural engineering 
issues around the array of old roofs across 
the site. Also, there was the added bonus of 
shading for cars and putting the university’s 
carbon reduction efforts on display.

The installer had built car park systems 
before that used a central concrete block 
and spread aluminium uprights but this 
time it decided on a locally fabricated steel 
structure with a central column that 
minimised ground space use and the risk of 
vehicle collision. The new layout allowed for 

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
Here’s a system that may have ended up roof-mounted like so many others if not for the  
fact that the available roof-space wasn’t felt to be up to the task. With a requirement for a lot 
of electricity it made sense to think about a large ground-mounted system. The biggest area 
on the property was of course the car park. A solution that met the output requirement, 
provided shading for students’ cars and used locally produced steel fabrication was seen as  
a big win. The installer has paid close attention to module alignment, which is important 
where some of the arrays are 120 metres long. Working in the environment of an active 
university would have also been extremely challenging.

columns in the corners of car spaces so the 
number of spaces increased from 488 to 502. 

A new transformer was installed to take 
the power from the inverter switchboard at 
415V and supply it to the main switchboard 
at 11kV, with a new building to house the 
inverters and inverter main switchboard.

Solar arrays were installed using laser 
level to extremely high level of accuracy so 
that the passing public could see solar can 
be something to admire as well as save you 
money. Arrays were arranged to line up 
along the site’s western edge, the main 
driveway. Layout was coordinated by a 
surveyor to ensure the array was straight 
despite the longer rows stretching to more 
than 120 metres. 

The system provides very high-resolution 
data for generation and consumption of the 
whole site which is allowing the client much 
greater visibility on their electricity usage 
and allowing additional savings to be 
identified. The installation is the largest 
solar carpark shading system in Australia, 
significantly reducing the university’s 
carbon footprint while generating about $1 
million in annual electricity savings and 
large-scale generation certificate revenue.

Project name
University of Southern Queensland 
Solar Car Park

Location
University of Southern Queensland 
Toowoomba Campus

Owner
University of Southern Queensland

Developer/contractor
Autonomous Energy

Capacity
1.1MW

Commissioned when
Installed between late 2016 to early 
2017. Commissioning occurred over 
stages through early 2017

Key equipment installed
SMA STP60 inverters, Jinko 285W 
PERC panels, GE 415V/11kV transformer

Expected payback period
Confidential (based on electricity rate)

WINNERS MATTHEW LINNEY AND PETER COOK FOR AUTONOMOUS ENERGY

GRID-CONNECT OVER 240kW

The University of Southern Queensland Toowoomba Campus
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When a university sends out a brief 
for a solar PV installation you can 
expect it to contain a lot of detail, 

and the University of Melbourne’s request 
for tender included concept layout drawings 
and detailed solar PV general specifications. 

The major requirements were for a 
minimum capacity of 132kW on three 
distinct roof areas: some flush-mounted on a 
difficult-to-access north-facing roof, some at 
a 10-degree tilt on a flat roof and some flush-
mounted on a near-vertical wall.

Most solar PV systems are all about cutting 
energy bills but the university was building a 
solar PV test site near a sports ground, so 
there were a few unusual specifications. 
First, the panels should not throw glare onto 
athletes and, second, reflective roof paint 
needed to be applied under half the system 
and normal roof paint over the other half. 

The reflective paint decreases HVAC loads 
in the building and keeps the solar panels in a 
cooler environment to increase yield.

When complete, students would be able to 
test the output of various orientations and 
paint-and-panel combinations. A roof-
mounted inverter station was the only 
option due to minimal internal wall space.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
A complex and multi-faceted system built to meet uses well beyond 
simply pushing down the owner’s electricity costs. The installation 
includes a variety of modules, inverters and output optimiser 
technology so that students using the University of Melbourne  

as a research tool can investigate the possibilities of different  
solar PV system designs. Mono-crystaline and multi-crystaline 
modules are laid out at different orientations to produce lots of  
data for the students to play with.

It was an interesting brief for sure, but 
Lean Energy could see a few ways to beat 
the client’s expectations and set to work on 
a design. The building load justified a 
significantly larger system than the concept 
design, the installer felt, so it designed a 
161kW system to maximise roof space while 
maintaining adequate and safe access to all 
arrays. This system uses three PV panel 
types to maximise capacity and provide 
additional research opportunity to the 
relative performance of different panels.

The design considered the additional 
maintenance costs and the loss of efficiency 
of a flush-mounted system versus the higher 
kWh/kW and reduced maintenance of 
north-facing 10-degree tilt-mounted system. 
The flat-mounted array was determined to 
be cheaper per MWh generated. 

Working with Lean Energy, Marcus Lim 
designed and installed a solar system that 
will be used to collect data on the best 
designs for commercial solar systems. 
Dubbed the Rooftop Solar Lab, the 
installation will compare the performance 
of micro-inverters and string inverters, 
monocrystalline panels and polycrystalline 
panels as well as other design alternatives.

Project name
Melbourne University Sports Centre

Location
Parkville, Victoria

Owner
University of Melbourne

Developer/contractor
Lean Energy

Capacity
161kW

Commissioned when
March 2017

Key equipment installed
JA Solar and Sunpower panels, Fronius 
inverters, Enphase micro-inverters, Tigo 
optimisers and Clenergy racking

WINNER MARCUS LIM WORKING FOR LEAN ENERGY

GRID-CONNECT 30-240kW

The University of Melbourne Parkville Campus

SOLAR AWARDS 2017
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The Stucco Project is a solar and 
storage retrofit on the heritage-listed 
Stucco Housing Co-operative for  

low-income students. The main objective of 
the project was to demonstrate a pioneering 
innovation to overcome barriers associated 
with the uptake of solar and battery storage 
in residential apartments.

By widely communicating the project to 
other apartment buildings, advocacy groups 
and the renewable energy industry, the 
Stucco project aimed to reduce the 
threshold for similar buildings or 
organisations to install renewable energy 
solutions. The completion of this project 
marks an Australian-first example of urban 
sustainability, energy autonomy and 
community leadership.

Solaray’s technical team reviewed a range 
of available storage solutions, determining 
that the modular architecture of the 
Enphase AC battery, along with the 
advanced monitoring capabilities of its 
Enlighten software, made it the best 
solution on the market.

Solaray designed and installed a state of 
the art solar storage system featuring 36 
modular Enphase batteries with a capacity 
of 42.3kWh, along with a 30kW solar array, 
cloud-based monitoring with module-level 
insights and full back-to-base support 
capabilities. This is the first behind-the-
meter solution of its size in Australia,  
and the largest Enphase Solar Storage 
System globally.

The Stucco Project’s objectives were 
surpassed despite unforeseen roadblocks.  
A landmark power purchasing agreement 
between Stucco (as the body corporate) and 
the tenants was also created and signed, 
which will significantly reshape governance 

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
A great solution for a multi-occupant, multi-
tenanted building, which are notoriously 
difficult to supply with solar power due to 
the “split incentive” problem where the 
system owner won’t benefit from lower 
utility bills if he or she is not a resident. 
Setting up internal energy management and 
a power purchase agreement for each 
occupant is a big challenge to overcome. 
Stucco may not be a model for every shared 
building to follow, but it will be a model for 
some. Overall, the project is well-presented 
and likely to inspire the curiosity of the 
students who live there.

structures that have previously prevented 
solar and storage in apartments. 

Solaray delivered professional advice on 
technical and regulatory issues to Stucco’s 
working group that ensured the success of 
the project. This spanned from detailing the 
correct building specifications through to 
advice on the hurdles Stucco would face 
during the application and compliance 
stages. Tactical support also ensured 
roadblocks were avoided, such as the last-
minute relocation of network connection 
approval after insistence of network 
protection by the energy distributor.

The rigorous planning and 
implementation of this system headed by 
Jonathan Fisk and Peter Thorne from 
Solaray helped set the benchmark for future 
projects of this scope, which was a key 
requirement of the grant awarded to Stucco 
by the City of Sydney. The model had to be 
replicable into any multi-unit residence, 
including strata apartments.

The project has proved to be a catalyst of 
much-needed attitude and regulatory 
change in the rental solar market; figures 
show that only 1% of 2 million rental 
properties have adopted renewable energy. 
Open source power purchasing agreements 
(PPAs) for landlords are now publicly 
available on the Australian Energy 
Regulator website. This is a direct result of 
the project and will provide the public with 
fewer barriers to adopt renewable practices.

Stucco has been 76% independent from 
the grid for the first 165 days of operation. 
The project is carbon negative, producing 
128% of the energy required by the building. 
Battery storage has played a key role in this 
success, because much of the student’s 
power is used in the evening after class.

Project name
The Solaray Stucco Project

Location
Newtown, Sydney

Owner
Stucco Student Housing Co-op

Developer/contractor
Solaray Energy

Capacity
42.3kWh of storage capacity and a 
30kW solar system
Commissioned when
December 2016

WINNERS STUART BRUCE AND DEAN EDMONDS WORKING FOR SOLARAY

GRID-CONNECT UNDER 30kW WITH BATTERY BACK-UP

The Stucco Project, Sydney, NSW

SOLAR AWARDS 2017
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Working with Suntrix, Jason Hua and 
John David O’Brien designed and 
installed a 15kW system that 

powers the amenities at the City of Glen 
Eira’s Booran Road Reserve, a former water 
reservoir that has been turned into a public 
park. The council was looking to reduce its 
energy use at the site and at the same time 
showcase renewable energy and help with 
its ongoing sustainability goals.

Due to limited available space in the park, 
the panels were mounted on a wall instead 
of a traditional roof or ground mount. This 
wall was part of the original reservoir, so 
reusing this section as part of a new solar 
installation was important as a record of  
the site’s history. 

High-efficiency modules were combined 
with a high-quality inverter to maximise 
system size and energy generation. 

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
A successful redevelopment of infrastructure where the modern and old are integrated  
very attractively. The public space is as useable as it ever was and passers-by are introduced 
to clean energy technology, presented with pleasing aesthetics, as they take a stroll in the 
sun. It all just makes sense.

The wall-mount was custom-made and 
certified by structural engineers who 
worked off detailed manufacturing 
drawings prepared by Suntrix.

Safety was highest priority for Suntrix as 
the project is part of a public park. The 
structure and mounting method were 
certified by structural engineers. The install 
was completed by a Suntrix team with input 
from the council’s structural engineering 
team and the arrays were kept under 600V 
DC to increase electrical safety of the 
panels, cabling and inverter.

Hua at Suntrix says while the wall-mount 
did increase the complexity of the solar 
installation the extra design work paid off.

“The panels are immediately visible when 
entering from the north side and provide a 
unique solution to the council’s 
requirements,” he says. 

Project name
Booran Road Reserve

Location
Booran Road, Glen Huntly, Melbourne

Owner
City of Glen Eira

Developer/contractor
Suntrix

Capacity
15.12kW
Commissioned when
May 2017

Key equipment installed
May 2017

Expected payback period
Estimated 6-7 years

WINNERS JASON HUA AND JOHN DAVID O’BRIEN WORKING FOR SUNTRIX

GRID-CONNECT UNDER 30kW

Booran Road Reserve, Melbourne, Vic

SOLAR AWARDS 2017
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ENERGY TRANSITION

China’s clean leap forward
The Eco Expo Asia 2017 conference in Hong Kong offered a window into an industrial giant’s 
efforts to cut pollution and continue growth, writes Ian Brooks.

million people died from air pollution in 2012.
At its heart, the Chinese communist 

system seems to work well for the masses 
and the economic growth has trickled down 
the line, avoiding some of wealth disparity 
that has plagued some western nations. 

In 1978 there were more than 250 million 
people living in poverty in China, compared 
with 29 million in 2010. President Xi Jinping 
was quoted at the 19th Congress as saying 
that happiness was more than just material 
goods and much of his speech was focused 
on the quality of life for the nation’s 1.4 
billion inhabitants.

There has been a growing level of dissent 
throughout China as double-digit growth 
and government corruption has led to 
pollution, food scandals, industrial failure 
and decreases in health and well-being.

The Eco Expo Asia 2017 conference 
could have come as a directive from 
China’s 19th Communist Party 

Congress. The speakers and exhibitors were 
all on point regarding the new sustainable 
green economic directives from the 
congress earlier in the month.

Held in Hong Kong in late October and 
organised by the Hong Kong Trade 
Development Council, the conference and 
exhibition covered topics such as mainland 
China’s latest green policies, reduction of air 
and water pollution, waste reduction, 
recycling, offshore wind farms and solar as 
the future of Chinese energy.

Speakers such as Ren Xianguang, the 
deputy director-general of China’s chief 
environmental agency, spoke of the 
government’s commitment to the 

environment and its ambitions to become a 
leader in green technology through increased 
spending on renewables and its efforts to cut 
carbon emissions, focus on recycling and 
improve air and water quality, all in 
partnership with a strong economy. He noted 
that the Communist Party is committed to 
sustainable development and that green 
industries have grown 25% year on year.

WAKE-UP CALL
China has slowly realised that the rapid 
growth it has experienced over the past 40 
years cannot continue at the expense of the 
environment. It holds the trophy as the 
world’s largest polluter and air and water 
quality in the industrial cities of the north 
have reached disastrous levels. According to 
the World Health Organisation, more than 1 
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The Communist Party has read the mood 
well and is adapting its rhetoric and policies 
accordingly. During his speech at the 19th 
Congress, Bloomberg Intelligence stated 
that Xi Jinping used the word 
“environment” and similar terms over 89 
times, and the “economy” only 70 times. 
These changes were necessary for the 
survival of the party. 

NOT SO FAST
China has embraced the transition to 
renewable energy and clean technology as a 
direct action to reduce its air and water 
pollution and to clean up its cities. Its 
position on the world stage, whilst part of its 
agenda to become an international player, 
has been formed by the need to solve its own 
problems created by its fast, unsustainable 
growth. China’s action since the signing of 
the Paris Agreement has filled the void left 
by US President Donald Trump’s lack of 
leadership on the topic.

Fixing the environment has not just 
received the nod from the Chinese 
government, it has become central policy 
and is now big business. The Business and 
Sustainable Commission has reported that 
businesses stand to gain a total of US$2.3 
trillion from solving China’s various 
environmental issues.

Ren Xianguang suggested that the state 
will play a key role in implementing the 
party’s strategy. “Industrial development 
will be guided along the appropriate path to 
ensure improvements to the environment,” 
he said at the conference. His main 
strategies are to reduce waste, increase the 
shared economy, increase reliance on 
renewable energy, improve recycling, 
incentivise green, renewable energy 
(including issuing green bonds) and squash 
corruption in the government. 

Wang Kaiyu, the deputy director general 
of technology and standards at the Ministry 
of Environmental Protection, said at the 
conference that there have been big 
improvements in environmental protection 
and law enforcement but there is still a long 
way to go. “China has declared war on 
pollution and anyone breaking the stricter 
environmental laws will be appropriately 
dealt with,” she said.

PEOPLE PROFIT PLANET
Trying to solve China’s pollution problems 
has led to massive investment in renewable 
energy and clean technology. The country is 
now a leader in the emerging green 
industries, both in production and 

technological development. In 2016 the 
global capacity for solar was 75GW, of which 
China represented 25.3%. 

The largest solar farm in the world, the 
Longyangxia Dam Solar Park in the western 
province of Qinghai, covers 27-square-
kilometres and is just one of many being 
developed in the remote areas of China. 

The world’s largest floating solar plant 
was commissioned in May this year in the 
province of Qinghai and is producing over 
40MW. In an act of irony the farm was built 
on a flooded coal mine.

China aims to produce 110GW of solar 
power and 250GW of wind power by 2020. 
It expects to increase the amount of energy 
coming from non-fossil fuels to 20% of the 
total by 2030. 

The Eco Expo Asia 2017 exhibition 
included a large display of electric vehicles 
including consumer cars, a 16-tonne truck 

and various hybrid buses and commercial 
vehicles. Sales in China in 2016 of electric 
vehicles exceeded 350,000, with more than 
93% produced locally. 

Despite the fluctuations in oil prices, 
which in the US directly affect the sales of 
electric vehicles, the Chinese government 
has backed the production of the new 
vehicles and demand has remained high.

This has been a prime example of central 
control, where if the market doesn’t 
correspond with the party’s long-term plan 
the government is able to step in and correct 
course. With an estimated 5 million 
charging stations expected to come on line 
by 2020, new-energy vehicles is one of the 
key industries for the next decade.

If the Communist Party could be regarded 
as the board of directors of a corporate 
giant, its triple bottom line is this: People 
Profit Planet. 

With about 5 million charging stations expected 
to come on line by 2020, new-energy vehicles is 
one of the key industries for the next decade.

Determined government policy sent a  
positive message to exhibitors and attendees  

at Eco Expo Asia 2017 in Hong Kong in October.
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Retrofit Energy 
Storage Solutions.

www.mpower.com.au
info@mpower.com.au

1300 733 004

POWER WITH PURPOSE

A leading provider of innovative and dependable 
solar product solutions across Australia.

Solar Panels  .  Off-Grid Inverters  .  Grid-Connect Inverters
Energy Storage Systems  .  Solar Batteries  .  Mounting Systems

The TrinaBESS system captures and stores excess solar 
energy generated during the day so it can be used when it is of 
maximum benefit to the end user, even during power outages.

• Unique characteristics that allows for retrofitting to 
existing residential solar systems, without the need to 
abandon or disable pre-existing grid connect inverters

• Powercube energy storage units are designed to provide 
on-grid energy storage with mains-fail backup capability, 
when combined with the Powerbox inverter 

• Powercube units come with a 10 year battery warranty 
and contain lithium iron phospate cells, using the safest 
lithium chemistry on the market today

• Modular designs enable single person handling and 
installation 

MPower is proud to be a key distributor of 
TrinaBESS residential energy storage products 
across Australia and New Zealand. Contact our 
team for more information.
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WHAT’S NEW | SOLAR INSTALLER

MPOWER LAUNCHES NEXT GENERATION 
BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE

Leading renewables integrator MPower has launched the next 
generation of its battery energy storage capability, 

reaffirming its place at the forefront of the energy storage 
revolution. The latest generation of MPower’s grid-support 
battery augments the grid in times of peak demand and is 
designed to minimise network expenditure on infrastructure 
otherwise required to increase capacity of local substations. 

The main innovative aspect of the next generation offering is 
the grid-forming capability of the system, the company says. This 
allows the system to disconnect from the grid and form its own 
grid, supplying the local network seamlessly, and reconnect to the 
main grid seamlessly. In the event of grid failure the local network 
can continue to operate its own local power grid. 

The modular design changes the way power reliability  
and supply problems can be solved. It is scalable and can  
be rapidly deployed into network problem areas of all sizes  
as the need arises.

“MPower is extending its lead in battery energy storage with 
this next generation offering,” said Nathan Wise, CEO of Tag 
Pacific, MPower’s parent company. 

The launch follows MPower’s success in securing a  
5.6MWh energy storage project in the Cook Islands in June  
and the announcement it will design, build and integrate  
NSW’s largest grid-support battery. 

“It’s a very exciting time for MPower and we are in active 
discussions with key players across the region to roll out further 
implementations of our capability,” Wise said.

MPower’s innovative next generation system is designed to be 
deployed on a distributed basis, and to 
dynamically respond to changing 
network requirements. This avoids 
the single point of failure issue 
associated with centralised 
large-scale energy 
storage systems.

ETERNITY TECHNOLOGIES CHARGES AHEAD

With a wide range of products, 
including cells, batteries, chargers 

and accessories for the global industrial 
power markets, Eternity Technologies has 
positioned itself to meet these needs in a 
unique operation. 

Eternity Technologies is based in the 
United Arab Emirates and has developed a 
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility 
utilising the latest design, manufacturing 
processes and customer-focused 
management systems to not only meet the 
needs of the global power market but 
define them for the future. 

The company supplies to more than 100 
countries and works with partner 
businesses in Germany, the UK, South 
Africa, Chile, Spain, India, the US, 
Australia, Singapore and Saudi Arabia to 

enable regional distributor focus. In 
addition to its manufacturing facility in 
the UAE, operational facilities have been 
established in Germany and South 
America, offering local cell assembly and 
local QMS management. 

High product quality is assured by using 
the best equipment and technology from 
Europe and North America. Certified to 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSA 18001, the 
manufacturing facility meets the most 
stringent international standards for 
quality, environmental management and 

health and safety. 
A product of high quality can 

only be manufactured when using 
high specification materials, which 
are then vigorously checked in 
Eternity Technologies’ electrical 
and test laboratories using the 
most up-to-date test equipment. 
The company has also invested in 
industry-leading chemical 
laboratories to facilitate the 
innovative product design. 
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Any bakery in northern Queensland 
will use a lot of electricity to keep 
the loaves hot and the staff cool. 

That’s OK when power’s cheap and clean, 
but it’s not. So a Tip Top plant in Townsville 
decided to add some solar PV generation to 
push down its reliance on the grid and for 
power factor correction purposes.

Since its conversion the Garbutt plant has 
become the pilot for Tip Top bakeries 
nationally, and Mount Pleasant energy 
consultancy Carbon Friendly Enterprises has 
been asked to assess other sites for installation 
of solar and further efficiency measures.

The process began for Tip Top when local 
electricity retailer and network Ergon 
Energy was running a peak load reduction 
program which included funding for 
companies to cut demand using energy 
efficient measures, excluding solar. “That 
was great for Tip Top,” says Dzemal Solo, 

industrial energy users to find it 
immediately appealing. But that day hasn’t 
arrived yet.

“Being as this is their first pilot project, 
they’re like every large corporation — they 
are risk-averse,” he says. “We designed 
storage into the system so that should they 
wish to do that in the future they can 
incorporate it and capture any [surplus solar 
energy generated during] shutdown periods 
and holidays.”

COST AND BENEFIT
The perception that storage is still too 
expensive for commercial and industrial 
energy users may in part be based on 
“misinformation” swirling around the 
business community, Solo says. “We’re 
aware when dealing with corporates when 
we’re doing cost feasibility studies on this 
that really [unless] you start hitting four 

general manager and principal consultant at 
Carbon Friendly Enterprises. “It’s not often 
companies get any support.”

The plant already had a raft of energy 
efficiency measures in place thanks to on-
site engineer Martin Komberec, and power 
factor correction and a solar system were 
the last big pieces. “The last of the low-
hanging fruit was the solar,” Solo says. 

So far it’s a success, with the 97kW solar 
PV system pushing electricity load levels 
down by 20%. 

Solo admits the bakery would have suited 
a 400kW system, four times the size of 
what’s been installed, but roof space was too 
tight and shading from rooftop equipment 
including evaporative cooling units made it 
even tighter.

Storage has been factored into the design, 
Solo says, for the day when the technology 
becomes cheap enough for commercial and 

Tip Top saves dough  
with solar
A solar conversion at a Queensland bakery has become a pilot project as its parent brand 
considers a clean energy rollout Australia-wide.

SOLAR INSTALLER | CASE STUDY
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carried away pushing their own energy 
solution without stopping to think too 

hard about how it will integrate with 
other efficient systems within a site. 

A solar company that simplistically 
assumes a big solar system will solve 
a client’s energy problems is “putting 
the cart before the horse,” Solo says. 
The right approach is to look at all 

the efficiency gains that can be made 
within a facility, prioritise them and 

then design an appropriately-sized 
solar system.
An adequately-sized solar system isn’t 

just a better option to avoid voltage 
problems that can be associated with 
massive ones, it’s also about making sure a 
client doesn’t overcapitalise. 

“The only right way to do it is to do a full 
energy audit on the place,” he says. “These 
are all known quantities we’re dealing with. 
We look at the right solution for that 
application, for that latitude, for that 
environment and all the other variables … 
then do the entire feasibility study so the 
client can make an informed decision.”

For business owners an investment 
decision will always come down to 
quantifiable value, he says, and the 
environmental impact is a by-product, albeit 
a very good one. “What we do is a 
comprehensive solution; it’s not just bolt on 
some renewables and hope for the best.”

Solo credits Tip Top’s north Queensland 
operations manager Shaun Schostakowski 
for his acumen and being an all-round good 
client to work with. “Shaun was 
instrumental in driving this.” 

years [payback], the capex is most likely  
not going to be approved — and that’s  
still a way off.”

Instead, clients like to see solutions 
designed to produce the most benefit 
in the shortest amount of time. 
That’s fine, Solo says, but as 
principal consultant of Carbon 
Friendly Enterprises he’s also 
determined to only install systems 
that will last the distance. The 
company comes from a heavy 
construction background and the same 
rigour applies to its work in clean energy 
installations, he says. 

“We have to be confident the electrical 
infrastructure [we install] is going last 25 years, 
and we’re hoping that by maintaining this 
standard we will bring the industry standard 
up. We are installing well above the electrical 
standard and the solar standard.”

It’s a high benchmark which Solo admits 
cuts into his firm’s profit margin but 
otherwise he says it’s “a sound investment 
for us as a company”.

Phono panels were chosen for the project 
and the client agreed on ABB inverters on 
the basis of proven quality and product 
range diversity. “ABB is over so many 
different areas of electrical, from 
transmission to control and everything in 
between,” Solo says. “And they really do 
back their products to the hilt.” 

Tip Top is a division of international brand 
George Weston Foods and its local energy 
efficiency program will see Carbon Friendly 
Enterprises, which is 100% indigenous-
owned, working all around Australia. 

BIG PICTURE
Carbon Friendly Enterprises started in 
residential, where “a lot of lessons were 
learned,” Solo says, before shifting focus to 
commercial and industrial installs. “We’re 
an energy management company, and solar 
is a big part of the energy management pie,” 
he says. “We’re not a solar company.”

It’s an important distinction. Companies 
that only offer solar PV can sometimes get 
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Tracking turns the power up
Owners of Australian solar plants are increasingly using tracking technology to squeeze every 
last watt of energy out of the sun, writes Alan Brown of Array Technologies.

FACE THE SUN
While adopting solar energy is an 
increasingly easy decision, selecting the 
right technologies to maximize a project’s 
energy output requires a little more 
analysis. Module type and brand, inverters 
and other system components can have 
significant impacts on the performance of  
a solar project. 

Perhaps the most overlooked and 
important choice is that of selecting the 
proper racking equipment. It is important to 
point out that the racking or tracking 
equipment is the foundation on which the 
solar modules are mounted and therefore  
a very critical component. 

Making certain that the racking system 
will endure what mother nature dishes out 
over the next 25-30 years without 
compromising the solar modules or the 
structural integrity of the system is 

Australia is home to some of the 
highest electricity prices in the 
world. Due to a lack of historical 

transmission and distribution 
infrastructure maintenance, today’s 
Australian consumers pay high prices each 
month to ensure that the country’s electrical 
grid is both reliable and efficient.

However, despite these increasing costs to 
maintain the electrical grid, many residents 
have experienced power blackouts. These 
factors are causing many residential energy 
users to adopt more reliable distributed 
power sources like solar energy.

As a result of this growing consumer 
demand, Australia is taking broad steps to 
incorporate renewable energy technologies 
into its energy mix. Policymakers such as the 
Australian Renewable Energy Agency and 
Clean Energy Finance Corporation have 
made a concerted effort to create a more 

resilient grid by funding clean energy 
innovation, projects and technology rollouts.

Solar plays a significant role in Australia’s 
distributed clean energy transition. A recent 
report estimates that the country’s solar 
capacity is on track for 12GW of installed 
capacity by 2020, double the current total. 
According to the Clean Energy Council, 
renewable energy amounted to about 17% of 
the energy generated in the country in 2016. 

While residential solar sites make up a 
large portion of the country’s current 
capacity, utilities and independent power 
producers are starting to develop large-scale 
installations at a rapid rate. These projects, 
spanning many square kilometres each, 
utilize thousands of solar PV modules. Once 
installed, energy is collected from these 
sites and transmitted to local grid-
connected businesses and homes, providing 
them with clean, reliable solar power.

SOLAR INSTALLER | UTILITY-SCALE
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paramount. In the case of tracking systems, 
understanding the structural catastrophic 
risks and the operation and maintenance 
costs required to keep the system running at 
peak is equally important.

For the majority of solar sites, installing 
solar trackers instead of fixed-tilt solutions 
makes the greatest economic sense. Solar 
trackers allow the PV modules to follow the 
sun’s daily path, keeping them 
perpendicular to the power source, 
resulting in increased energy production 
and profitability of the power plant. 

Deploying trackers can improve energy 
output by an average of 20% over similar 
fixed-tilt arrays. The power gain from 
tracking and additional expense befits a cost 
benefit analysis. The additional capex cost 
to install a tracker plus the operations and 
maintenance costs over the system life must 
be less than the value of the extra power it 
produces to be economic. 

Implementing and operating trackers for 
a utility-scale power plant typically adds 
about 10% or less to the project cost. In most 
of Australia, trackers deliver about 20% 
more power. Spending 10% to get 20% 
makes a trackers’ economic advantage 
obvious, but increased power production is 
not the only benefit of tracking systems.

HIGH IN THE SKY
Fixed-tilt systems capture the maximum 
energy once a day when the sun moves 
perpendicular to solar panels, known as 
solar noon. Trackers, however, rotate the 
panels to provide optimized power delivery 
on a continuous basis resulting in a broader, 
flatter, more useable, grid-friendly power 
production profile. 

Increased energy production from 
tracking occurs in the mornings and 
evenings when the sun is lower in the sky. 
The gain from tracking is also higher in 
summer months when the sun follows a 
longer path in the sky. Not only do trackers 
provide increased energy output overall, but 
they enable a more efficient use of all system 
components such as modules, inverters and 
transmission lines. Trackers typically prove 
to be more economically viable and optimize 
the performance of a solar project by 
providing a lower levelised cost of 
electricity, which is the measure of the cost 
of energy levelised over the lifetime of the 
power plant.

Solar tracking ultimately provides a 
significant increase in power production 
that also coincides with the peak power 
needs of the grid. Operationally, a tracker 

system’s cost of ownership should be 
relatively low with high reliability to ensure 
high uptime and great performance. 
Operational costs and performance vary by 
tracker architecture and vendor, so it is 
important to consider all factors when 
selecting tracker equipment for a project.

PROS AND CONS
Solar trackers are becoming more common 
on solar power plants in Australia. However, 
the advantages of trackers can be reduced or 
eclipsed if the equipment risk and O&M 
costs are not fully understood and 
monetized over the 25-30-year lifespan of a 
typical solar project. 

Because solar trackers are expected to 
survive a plethora of meteorological 
conditions, issues of maintenance and long-
term reliability need to be top of mind for 
solar project developers and owners, 
especially those building in wind-prone 
regions. Issues such as “galloping” (a 
resonance phenomenon that can occur with 
some tracker architectures) can even be 
experienced in low wind regions and can 
have a catastrophic effect. 

When selecting a solar tracker, it is 
important to consider total lifetime costs 
and ensure that the selected technology is 
trusted to be safe, efficient and reliable in 
the project environment. While all trackers 
are manufactured to accomplish the same 
goal — track the sun from east to west to 
maximize productivity and power 
generation from PV panels — the design, 
mechanical components and wind load 
relief approaches can vary greatly. On the 
O&M front, one of the biggest cost drivers 
between tracker architectures on the 

market is the quantity and nature of the 
electrical and electromechanical 
components required to operate the system.

A recent report authored by testing and 
certification company TÜV Rheinland 
examined the impact of these differences on 
operation and maintenance costs and 
overall project economics of two tracker 
architectures and found Array’s provided 
higher pre-tax net present value and 6.7% 
lower levelised cost of energy. 

Growth in the market for solar trackers is 
projected to accelerate in 2018. With buy-in 
from policymakers and utilities, Australia 
stands poised to increase its leadership in 
the global solar market with more 
installations and improving project 
economics through tracker technology. 

Alan Brown is 
sales director 
and general 
manager for 
Australia of 
solar tracking 
company Array 
Technologies.
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It’s not just solar PV system owners who 
rely on installers acting professionally and 
sticking to high industry standards. Any 

poor work only muddies the reputation of 
the entire industry, which is something we 
can all do without as Australia slowly 
continues along the route of replacing dirty 
power generation with the clean type.

That’s why it’s important to stay right up 
to date on all the latest changes to solar 
accreditation. So, here’s a little test for you:
Question 1: You are on a job where you 
need to install thirteen 300W solar panels 
with a Fronius Primo 5.0 Aus. What is the 
rated current of the IES in relation to 
voltage rise?
Question 2: Based on clause 7.1.4 of the 
CEC Install Guidelines, answer this 
question. Unless specified by the CEC 
system designer, the installer shall not 
install two parallel strings, connected to the 
same MPPT input at the inverter, installed 
on different orientations (such as, east and 
west). The system designer shall confirm 
that this arrangement is acceptable … with 
whom? The CEC system designer, the 
customer, the panel manufacturer or the 
inverter manufacturer?

These are a small sample of the questions 
people need to answer to become accredited 
with the Clean Energy Council. 

Once upon a time we required installers 
to do three case studies to obtain full solar 
accreditation. The case study process was a 
measure of an installer’s competence and to 
show they have understood their training by 
providing some examples of their best work.

It was a simpler time. The process was 
highly appropriate when there was really 
only one way to install a grid-connected 
system (that is, using a central inverter), and 
when AC coupling was not very common in 
stand-alone power systems.

The industry has changed massively over 
the last few years. These days there are 
many different ways to install a solar power 
system. With the added technical 
complexity and growing diversity of the 
industry, the old case study process was not 
able to show that an applicant was able to 
meet all the competencies that are required.

The process for new provisionally 
accredited installers and/or designers are 
online fundamental theory assessment, 
online design assessment and practical 
installation assessment. This new process 
will place more emphasis on the design 
elements of the PV/storage installation. 

There are also other benefits from this 
assessment process. For example, we will be 
able to provide feedback to the registered 
training organisations on areas of concern 

SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

There are a lot of reasons to enter the solar industry but the 
standards must be taken seriously, writes Clean Energy Council 
executive general manager installation integrity Sandy Atkins.

SOLAR INSTALLER | SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

New process for  
provisional installers
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for installers/designers, and they can update 
their training accordingly. We can also use 
this information to run specific webinars or 
create technical bulletins to assist. 

These emerging areas of concern can be 
used when installers/designers are required 
to show competency as part of the 
compliance process. They are particularly 
relevant when an installer has been out of 
the industry for a while and wants to get 
back on the tools. This way they won’t need 
to do the same training course over again.

For more information on the new process, 
visit solaraccreditation.com.au

BATTERY GUIDELINES UPDATE
The CEC’s new Battery Installation 
Guidelines for Accredited Installers are now 
mandatory (as of November 1) for installers 
who are accredited for battery installations.

Consultation was conducted to ensure the 
new guidelines cover a wider range of 
battery installation methods than 
previously. The expanded guidelines will 
provide a platform for the safe and high-
quality installation of batteries in Australia 
— something critical for the future of this 
incredibly promising technology.

These guidelines incorporate the most 
important clauses of the relevant battery-
related standards, such as AS 4086, AS 3011, 
AS 2676, AS/NZS 4509 and AS/NZS 4777.1.

Additionally, the guidelines apply to:
• Installing systems operating at both 

extra-low voltage (ELV) and low  
voltage (LV);

• Grid-connected and off-grid applications;

• Installation of battery systems (up to the 
terminals of PCEs) and preassembled 
integrated battery energy storage systems.
You can download the new battery 

installation guidelines from the Solar 
Accreditation website.

GRID-CONNECT STORAGE 
ENDORSEMENT
The battery storage training units have  
been endorsed and added to the 
Electrotechnology Training Package. After 
January 1, all new training must be 
completed to the endorsed units in order to 
qualify. To clarify: we will continue to 
accept training to the draft units which was 
done before this date. For example, if you 
completed training to the draft units in 2017, 
this will be acceptable during 2018. But all 
training done after January 1 must be done 
to the endorsed units.

Therefore, if you want to add the storage 
endorsement to your grid-connect 
accreditation, it is worth your while to 
check and make sure your registered 
training organisation (RTO) is delivering 
the endorsed training and not still training 
to the draft units.

We have a list of RTOs who are delivering 
the endorsed units on the CEC website.

Additionally, if you hold grid-connect 
accreditation and stand-alone power 
systems accreditation you can still install 
grid-connected storage without the 
endorsement, but you will need to complete 
the endorsed training units and apply for 
the endorsement before January 1, 2019. 

Sandy Atkins

SOLAR ACCREDITATION UPDATE

New process for  
provisional installers
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Why solar is  
good for the brain
A Melbourne school’s investment in solar is paying immediate 
dividends, writes Matt Culkin of Greenwood Solutions.

The rising cost of energy in Australia is 
becoming an all too familiar talking 
point. But for public sector 

organisations such as schools, the 
importance of keeping a firm grasp on 
energy costs has become paramount. 
Traditional allocations for education need 
to stay in education and not to be diverted to 
manage rising energy costs. 

At Jackson School, a special needs school 
in St Albans, Victoria, principal Joan 
O’Connor-Cox decided it was time to do 
something and asked Greenwood Solutions 
to solve her energy predicament.

Greenwood Solutions logged power at the 
school and analysed the interval data from 
its retailer. A combination of LED lighting 
and solar PV were the most viable options 
given the suitable roof space available.

There were some complexities involved in 
managing a project of this size in a school 
with children with disabilities. There was 
no option to complete the project with 
students and staff on-site and a 10-day 
window during the spring school holidays 
would have to do. Design and organisation 
were key to delivering the project on time.

Proof of the project’s success is in the data 
for yield generation from the PV arrays, 
where production is closely matched to the 
load requirement of the school on a normal 
operating day. On a particularly sunny day a 
small amount of excess energy is produced 
and sold back into the grid. This was 

from fluoro to LED lighting. This next stage 
of the project will be completed over the 
summer school holidays. A changeover to 
LED lighting could save the school a further 
20% from its energy bill. An allowance was 
made for this during the design of the PV 
system so it wouldn’t be oversized once the 
loads have been reduced.

Being able to assist a client while also 
providing engagement within its 
community has made the Jackson School 
project an example of how renewables and 
education can work together to create more 
sustainable communities. 

“Our decision to have solar installed was 
strategic,” says principal Joan O’Connor-
Cox. “Our energy bills were continually 
increasing, with bills exceeding $40,000 
annually, and striving to offer authentic 
educational opportunities meant we wanted 
to show our students how we could use 
renewable energy to be more sustainable.”

O’Connor-Cox says she has been amazed 
at the data from the system and will track 
benefits to the school from its investment. 

achieved by carefully arranging the 
locations and direction of the PV arrays in 
order to achieve maximum generation.

Educated design and interaction with the 
install team can play an integral part of the 
efficiency of a system. Even if it only 
improves the system by 2-3%, the cost 
benefit to client can be immense. Close 
attention was paid to the balance of panels 
facing north-east and north-west to help 
achieve the correlation between production 
from solar and the loads from the school. 

Organisations like schools use most of 
their energy during the day and solar is a 
great fit. The students and staff arrive as the 
sun is rising and the loads continue to rise as 
lighting, heating, cooling and technologies 
are switched on. Later in the day the loads 
wind down as the sun lowers in the sky. 

Greenwood Solutions supplied a wireless 
monitoring system, which is screened on a 
TV at the main reception so that staff and 
students can keep an eye on how the system 
performs. The staff will also have the ability 
to login and view the system performance as 
they please. Having this available provides 
engagement to the people who benefit from 
having the system installed. Whilst there 
continue to be challenges with education 
and engagement with renewable energy, 
measures like this can help ordinary people 
understand the benefits at a primary level.

The Jackson School also partnered with 
Greenwood to do a complete changeover 

AT A GLANCE

PROJECT  Jackson School
LOCATION  St Albans, Melbourne, Vic
CONTRACTOR  Greenwood Solutions
CAPACITY  97.34kW
COMMISSIONED  October 2017
KEY EQUIPMENT INSTALLED   
Fronius Symo and Fronius Eco  
inverters, Schletter racking,  
292 Canadian Solar panels.

SOLAR INSTALLER | SAVINGS
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Crystal clear  
case for storage
A Queensland water treatment plant is the first off-grid 
commercial application of Tesla’s Powerpack in Australia.

It takes smart forward planning to manage 
growth. In South-East Queensland, Logan 
City Council wanted to prepare for 

expected strong population growth over the 
next 20 years but faced the problem of 
building assets larger than are currently 
needed. For water infrastructure, it meant 
controlling the quality of stored water so it 
would be fresh for residents until rising 
demand brought faster replacement.

A chlorination station at the 20-megalitre 
reservoir in New Beith sounded like a good 
solution. The only problem is the nearest 
electricity supply is 3.9km away and the 
reservoir is not accessible via a sealed road.

Sounds like perfect conditions for an off-
grid system, and that’s what’s happened, 
with an electro-chlorinator powered by 323 
solar panels and a 50kW (95kWh) Tesla 
Powerpack ensuring clean drinking water.

“This is the first off-grid commercial 
application of Tesla’s Powerpack in 
Australia and I don’t think it will be the 
last,” says Ashleigh O’Brien, business 
manager of CSR-owned Bradford Solar.

Unlike Tesla’s Powerwall units used in 
residential systems the Powerpack is 
scalable storage solution suitable for 
commercial and industrial applications. 

Logan Water worked out it would cost 
$1.9 million more than the $3 million project 
cost to rely on a conventional chlorination 
system using sodium hypochlorite that 
could only be delivered if the access road 
was upgraded. The analysis also showed the 
operating cost of a solar-powered electro-
chlorination system was about $50,000 a 
year lower than a sodium hypochlorite 
system, with chlorine produced on site 
using salt and solar power.

The plant doesn’t need to run 24 hours a 
day but it can, O’Brien says. “When the sun 
is up we’re getting optimal efficiency out of 
the [chlorination] unit. When it’s not 
running [the solar energy] is stored in the 
battery for potential rainy periods or poor 
weather so the system can continue to run.”

The water quality analysis and chlorine 
dosing systems operate 24 hours a day and 
consume about 10% of the total power 

demand. The two electrolysers, blowers and 
chiller only operate during daylight hours to 
take advantage of the solar power produced. 
The battery system has been sized to allow 
the plant to run non-stop during periods of 
fine and overcast weather.

“For many years these types of solutions 
were not considered economically viable,” 
says O’Brien. With the price of systems 
dropping and the cost of electricity rising, 
businesses and homeowners are weighing 
their options.

“Logan Water shows how there is a really 
good solution now available that could 
potentially help a lot of remote parts of 
Australia that are very reliant on very 
expensive diesel generation,” she says. 

Up to 200,000 people will benefit from 
the solution by the time the region is fully 
developed and maintenance is expected to 
be limited to a couple of visits a year. “It’s 
designed to run completely automatically.” 
The Tesla incorporates a cloud-based 
battery management system to balance out 
demand and supply. 
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LARGE-SCALE GENERATION 
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET 
Despite repeated calls from some 
backbenchers in the Turnbull Government 
to eliminate the Renewable Energy Target 
and the release of the embryonic National 
Energy Guarantee policy, the LGC market 
remained range-bound across September 
and October. 

With Tony Abbott reinforcing himself as 
the government’s Climate Change Sceptic-
in-Chief and Malcolm Turnbull producing 
an energy policy seemingly devised solely to 
undermine Abbott’s clout amongst the 
backbench, one could be forgiven for 
expecting fireworks in the LGC market. 
Instead, the spot LGC market continued to 
oscillate between the $82.50 and $85.50 
levels with little attention being paid to the 
hyperbole flying around Canberra. 

The reason the market remained so 
unconcerned was that few believed Abbott 
would have the ability to effect change to 
the Large-scale Renewable Energy Target in 
the short term, and the current market’s 
inflated prices relate to the expectation of a 
shortfall in the 2019 calendar year. Perhaps 
one issue of note was the improvement in 
the Cal 20 contract’s value — it began the 
period at $46.00 and ended it, on patchy 
trade, at $50.00.

The Turnbull government’s abandonment 
of Finkel’s Clean Energy Target makes it 
now even more likely that the states will go 
it alone on renewable energy policy, opening 
the door further to a range of varied, less 
coordinated schemes.

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY 
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET 
Despite the incredible strength in STC 
submission numbers which have gradually 
increased across winter and into spring, the 
STC market saw a dramatic recovery across 
September and October, with the market 
sitting around the $37 mark for much of 
October. The recovery appeared to be 
founded upon a release made by the Clean 
Energy Regulator which outlined the hefty 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS 
(VEECs AND ESCs)
In what appears a pragmatic approach, the 
Victorian Government released a 
consultation paper which proposes a two-
step reduction in the number of certificates 
for certain types of commercial lighting 
starting January 1 and ending April 1, 2018, 
which would see either a 20% or 30% 
reduction in the number of VEECs obtained 
per install depending on the lighting type.

This proposed change is targeted to the 
area that has been responsible for the lion’s 
share of activity of late and as a result has 
seen prices increase. Across September the 
spot price rallied from the mid $14s to a high 
of $19s before establishing a trading range in 
the $16.50-$19.00 range across October.

DOMESTIC CREATION SPOT PRICE ($AU)

LGC — Large-scale Generation Certificates 193,291,333 84.00

STC — Small-scale Technology Certificates 176,796,259 36.30

VEEC — Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates 44,231,700 18.10

ESC — NSW Energy Saving Certificates 21,181,731 21.20

INTERNATIONAL DEC ’17 PRICE (€) DEC ’17 PRICE ($AU)

EUA — European Emission Allowances 7.15 10.83

Clean energy market wrap

SOLAR INSTALLER | MARKET WRAP

increase in system installations in the first 
half of 2017 and warned participants that 
the Clearing House was unlikely to be in use 
before mid-2018. The release also stated that 
the 2018 target was going to have to 
increase, which, given the 2017 target was 
set at 12.45 million STCs and the market 
appears set to create more than 20 million, 
appears hardly a revelation. 

The devil, as always, will be in the detail 
for in order for the market to return to 
balance in 2018, the Clean Energy Regulator 
will need to dramatically increase the 2018 
target to somewhere in the 25-30 million 
range, a move that will likely prove highly 
politically sensitive. At the time of writing 
the spot STC market had softened back to 
the low $36s.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS 
(VEEC AND ESC)
The Victorian Energy Efficiency Certificate 
market stunned everyone in May and June 
with a sharp increase in supply despite the 
consistent softening in the spot price. The 
surge appears to be the result of much 
cheaper high-bay LED technology, which 
has blown away previous estimates for a 
floor price required for financial viability. 

The increase in supply meant that as of 
late June there were already 7.5 million 
VEECs in the system (registered plus 
pending registration) to meet the 2017 
target of 5.9 million, with seven months 
more to create. At the time of writing the 
spot market sat at $10.80, though forwards 
into 2018 were trading at a healthy 
escalation above the spot market.

The news in the NSW Energy Savings 
Certificate (ESC) market was almost as bad, 
with ongoing strength in supply also adding 
to the very large surplus and pushing prices 
downward. Having broken through the $14 
mark early in June, the market pushed to a 
low of $12.60 by month’s end with a record-
breaking weekly registration figure of more 
than 700,000 to bring the market to a level 
not seen since late 2014. At the time of 
writing there were 4.9 million ESCs 
registered to meet the 2017 target of about  
4 million, with 2017 vintage ESCs still able 
to be created until the middle of 2018. 

The above information has been provided by 

TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise 

indicated, to the spot prices in Australian 

dollars, as of July 3, 2017. 
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Battery Storage Endorsement  
 course

 Solar Grid-connect Design and  
 Install course

 Design Accreditation courses  
 for engineers

 Stand-alone Power Systems  
 course

 CEC Accreditation

 Australia-wide training locations

 Quality training by industry  
 experts

P: 1800 059 170
W: www.skillbuild.edu.au

Your future. Now

1800 059 170
Courses Available:

Solar Grid Connect Design 
and Install Course 4 Days - $1980

Storage Endorsement 
Course

Stand Alone Power 
Systems Course

Industry Skills Fund may fund 75% of 
all Renewable Energy Courses.  

4 days - $2480 includes Standard

4 days after Storage Course - $2480

Certificate IV Electrical- Renewable Energy
Includes all the above qualifications          - POA

TO ENROL - www.skillbuild.edu.au

Ring for details

Renewable 

Energy short 

courses for 

non-electricians 

available

Skillbuild-120x90mm.indd   1 30/08/2016   4:28:12 PM

Industrial training that can be used in the real world

ESC

VEEC
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In NSW, confirmation of the 
government’s intention to reduce the 
attractiveness of commercial lighting was 
received in September and the impact on 
price was positive. Having started the 
month in the low $17s the market rallied 
into the mid $22s by early October before 
settling in the $21-$22 range. 

The rally took place despite the fact that if 
adopted the changes would only take effect 
in October and actually make the types of 
lighting that have been responsible for most 
of the creation across the past six months a 
little more attractive and other forms of 
lighting considerably less attractive.

The above information has been provided by 
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise 
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian 
dollars, as of 31 October 2017. 

Marco Stella is senior broker, 
environmental markets at TFS Green 
Australia. The TFS Green Australia 
team provides project and transactional 
environmental market brokerage and 
data services across all domestic and 
international renewable energy, energy 
efficiency and carbon markets.
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How long have you been installing solar? 
I was doing it as an apprentice back in 2011. 
Systems were pretty much free with the 
rebates at the time. It was a really busy 
time between 2011 to late 2012, with the 
60c feed-in tariff. Then there was a bit o 
f a drawback and now we’re back into 
another boom cycle with power prices 
increasing steadily. We’re back to where  
we were in 2012 with the volume being 
installed. A large portion of that is 
commercial installations, which is what  
we focus on now.

Why did you move into commercial?
About three or four companies I had worked 
for went into liquidation, so I was losing 
money each year working for people who 
weren’t sustainable. I started involving 
myself in sales and marketing and took 
control of the whole process from first point 
of contact with a customer to 12 months’ 
service and maintenance into the future. 
You should always think about up-skilling 
and diversifying.

What do companies do wrong that sends 
them into liquidation?
A combination of things. A lot of them play 
cat and mouse, and they race to the bottom 
[on price]. They go in too low on a lot of jobs 
to cover their overheads and contractors are 

often the last people to be paid. Some may 
not have experience across the entire 
process; they might be too top-heavy, with a 
huge budget for marketing and sales people 
on large commissions and then they get a 
couple of product recalls or unhappy 
customers … or they may expand too fast 
and their overheads get out of control, then 
they get to the point where they have to pay 
their suppliers and they just don’t have 
enough cash flow to sustain the beast 
they’ve created.

What do you mean by “cat and mouse”?
Cat and mouse is when we quote someone a 
system and allow for a profit margin to keep 
our doors open for the next 10 years to 
service and warrant that customer, so we 
quote $20,000 but the customer says he’s 
got a quote for $17,000, so can we do it for 
$16,000? That sort of stuff, where people are 
being squeezed to the point where they 
don’t have enough profit to pay their 
overheads, their GST, employer 
superannuation, tax, back up warranties … 
that’s what I call cat and mouse.

Do commercial customers have a good 
idea what solar can do?
I think there’s enough social proof — on TV, 
the radio in the press — people are hearing 
enough about it now, with Australia 

Way to  
take control
Other people’s “cat and mouse” tactics set Jarrod Conroy 
on the path to commercial solar, the founder of Victoria 
and NSW business Roycon tells EcoGeneration.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
EVENT DATE / VENUE WEBSITE
Bioenergy Australia 2017 Conference 20-22 NOV 2017 Dockside, Cockle Bay Wharf, Sydney bioenergyaustralia.org/pages/bioenergy-australia-2017

Australian Utility Week 2017 29-30 NOV 2017 Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre australian-utility-week.com/

Australian Energy Storage Conference  
and Exhibition 2018

23-24 MAY 2018 Adelaide Convention Centre australianenergystorage.com.au

converting to [clean energy] and electric 
cars taking off. People know that there’s a 
movement; they may not know the ins and 
outs and for sure you have to educate them. 
Social proof and the pain of [rising] 
electricity costs are causing people to be 
more responsive than they were a few years 
ago when they were sitting on 6c wholesale 
market rates, which don’t exist anymore. 

Do they understand how solar can help 
them solve their problems?
People who consume power 24 hours a day 
are probably less responsive to the idea, 
because solar can only knock off 40% or 
maybe less [of energy costs]. When you put a 
proposal in front of someone which says  
I can reduce your bill by 30%, they might 
not see that it’s worth it. Whereas if you can 
show a saving of more than 50% off the 
power bill, it has a bigger impact. Most of 
our installations are on factories that 
operate 7am to 6pm. Also, a lot of our 
finance is done over seven years, so they 
need a warrant that they’re going to stay in 
that building for at least that long. A lot of 
people don’t know what they’re going to do 
in 24 months let alone 84 months. That’s 
probably the biggest concern for business 
owners, whether they’ll stay in the building, 
because it’s expensive to relocate a 
commercial solar system. 
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Anti PID Modules • Anti Reflective - Anti Soiling Glass • Up to 10,000PA Wind Load Rating 
Salt Mist Corrosion - Severity Level 6 Approved • Tropical Cyclone Resistant Modules

Premium cells, Premium modules

HARVEST THE 
SUNSHINE

HIGH EFFICIENCY TIER 1 PANELS AT HIGH VALUE PRICES

Mono 
295-300W

Poly 
270-275W
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Trinasmart uses module-level power electronics from Tigo Energy to add module-level optimisation, 
rapid shutdown, and monitoring functionality to standard Trina modules, while also capping the voltage 
of each module to allow for longer strings.

Whether due to shading, soiling, or power bin mismatch, there are times when a solar system might fail 
to perform at optimal efficiency. If solar modules are not operating at maximum efficiency, it can take 
longer to obtain a return on investment. Trinasmart boosts the energy yield of a solar system with lower 
costs, providing a greater return. Using innovative power electronics, Trinasmart achieves module-level 
diagnostics and DC power optimisation that maximises energy harvest and reduces safety hazards.

www.trinasolar.com australia.sales@trinasolar.com                    

Eliminate mismatch
losses and generate

more power
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entire system

remotely

Improve layout 
design and 

flexibility

Offer module-level
disconnect for

rapid shutdown

Create substantial
savings and

further boost ROI

Maximise energy
yield with flexibility
and functionality
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